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ABSTRACT
AN OBSERVATION OF THE IMPACT OF A CONFIRMATION CLASS UPON
THE spmrruAL formationof early-adolescent youth
The significance of this study is to gain an understanding of sphitual formation
among a specific group of youth who participate m the youth ministry of Saint
Stephoi Church known as YouihQuake. Smce it is the mission ofYouth|3'^^ to
"make disciples," this project was designed to enable Saint Stqphen's aduU youth
workers to gain a better understanding of adolescoit sphituahty.
In order to achieve this, this study reviewed the primary work of James
Fowler, V. Badey Gillespie, andMaxie Dunnam, relating to sphitual formation and
developmait. With this review as a lense, a group of sevaiteen early-adolescent
7th grade youth were observed through the use of two mstruments: joumaling and
the administration of the SphitualWell-bemg Scale. The context of the study was a
ten week confirmation experiaice known as The Journey. The Journey is a highly
relational confirmation experieice utdizing senior high youth as maitors.
The instruments were able to provide an interesting picture of sphitual
formation specifically m the wayTTie Journey may have had an impaa on the
perceptions of seventh grade adolescents toward God, Jesus, and the Holy Sphit.
The SphitualWell-being scale also provided some information worth considering
as researchers attempt to gain a better undCTStanding of spiritual formation among
early-adolescents.
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Chapter 1
UNDERSTANDING THE CHALLENGE
Introduction
Roughly, only fifty percent of teenagers in die United States who
describe themselves as Christians wdl be sitting in a church somewhere
this Sunday. Just two years from now, about seventy percent of those
students wiU have graduated from high school, graduated from the youth
program, and graduated from God. And most wiU never come back
(Robbins Mmistrv ofNurture 18).
Few Christian people would dispute that youth ministry should be a high priority
for a church. According to Group Research, 59% of famihes considermg membership
widi a church say that the church's youth ministry affected then decision to join a
specific church (Roehlkepartam 20). Yet, youth ministry is much more dian creative
Bible studies, games, camps, trips, skits, singing, and fun. Although these activities
work to budd relationships, the bottom-hne goal for youth mmistry should be reflective
of the Great Commission:
Then Jesus came to them and said, "All authority m heaven and on earth
has been given to me. Therefore go and make disciples of all nations,
baptizmg them in the name of die Father and of the Son and of the Holy
Sphit, and teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you.
And surely I am widi you always, to the very end of the age" (Matthew
28:18-20 (NIV).
Discipleship is one of the key tasks in which Jesus commanded the church to
participate. Robert Coleman describes discipleship as die autiientic Christian life-style
(Coleman 10). One prime location diat youdi can experience sphitual formation is
through die youth ministry of a local church. Yet Duffy Robbm's words are sobermgly
clear. Unless Christian youdi are grounded in die faidi tiirough disciple-making
experiences, dien it is very likely diat they may graduate away from God as diey
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graduate away from die Youdi Program. Disciple-making in the youth ministry of
Saint Stephen church is the foundational mission and task of YouthQuake.
YouthQuake is the name of bodi the youdi ministry efforts of Saint Stephen Church in
general, and the Sunday evenmg youdi group meeting time.
YouthQuake Axioms ofYoudi Ministry: A Context for Discipleship
1. Youth ministry is a multifaceted experience.
Youth Mmistry mvolves relational and faith budding activities mcluding: Bible
studies, retreats, camps, activities, trips, games, singmg, confirmation, etc. Events
and activities that tap into the mterests of youth are essential to effective youth ministry.
Youdi Mmistry is not lunited to "serious-minded" study. Some of the most sphitually
profound experiences are far from a classroom smdy setting. Youth Ministry must
involve many facets if it is to reach a broad population of young people.
2. Youdi Mmistrv to middle school youth is uniquely different from mmistrv to
"
senior high youth.
Early adolescence provides a unique situation in which to hnpact youth. Aspects
ofministry with early adolescents mclude:
(a) Middle school youth mmistry is action oriented. Action is often a very
unportant aspect to youdi culture. During a two to three year period when youth are
limited to choices for activities, youdi ministry can fdl the gap and have a profound
hnpact on theh hves. Aspects of youdi ministry are fast-paced, including the "creative"
Bible studies. The action aspect of youth ministry is often die initial "draw" for kids
who would otherwise have "litde" to do.
(b) Middle school youth ministry has a great opportunity to address an intense
time for spiritual exploration. Early adolescence is a tune when young people begin to
personalize dieh faidi (Gdlespie 80). Young people experience a deep deshe to search,
question, and examine issues of ultimate truth and faith. James Fowler suggests diat
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many youth, prior to early adolescence, experience a brief period of wresding with
agnosticism. This further emphasizes the unportance of active and spiritually relevant
mmistry to middle school youth. One of the best opportunities to help youth bring
definition to theh sphituahty is the confirmation experience.
3. A primarv function of youth ministry is to build a significant trust level with a
faith-committed aduU other than the voudi's parents.
Middle school youth need to experience positive relationships with adults who
manifest a balance of friendship and personal maturity. Adult volunteers in youth
ministry give middle school and senior high youth a context for observing values and
faith embodied in an adult other dian theh parents.
4. Youth Ministry, without specific efforts in making disciples of vouth. wdl fad
to anchor them in a faith that wdl accompanv and grow in them as they become adults.
Discipleship oriented experiences are dierefore central to youth ministry among
youth, and specificaUy as middle school youth progress toward theh senior high years.
YoutiiMinistry can easdy develop mto a shallow "recreational" mmistry if its leadership
fails to grasp the primary goal ofministry: "to go...baptize... make disciples...and
teach..." The task of this study is to evaluate the hnpact of a Confirmation class
discipleship process upon die sphitual formation of early adolescent youth.
5. Youth Ministry reaches people at a time m theh hfe when thev are psvcho-
developmentally ready and open to experience, m a tangible wav. the person ofGod
(Groeschel 47).
During the adolescent years, people are most open to testmg and experiencmg truth
claims. Adolescents, generally, are open to new experiences including those that
involve issues of faitii and spiritual development. Accordmg to Mike Yaconelh,
founder of Youdi Specialties, 80 percent of adult Christians made theh decision to enter
into a personal relationship with Jesus while diey were adolescents.
6. Youth Mmistry. if h is to be effective, must mclude parents m its scope of
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ministry to vouth.
Research by Rosenberg, as presented by Merton Strommen in his book. The Five
Cries of Youth, underhnes the importance ofministry to parents:
Whether one belongs to the upper, upper-middle, lower-middle, or lower
social classes; whether one is a Protestant, Cathode or Jew; whether one
is male or female; whether one hves m a large city, or a medium sized
community, or small town�whichever of these conditions obtain, the
result is essentiaUy the same; if the parent manifests indifference to the
chdd, that chdd is less likely to have a high self-regard.. .(Strommen 24)
The chdd-parent relationship is very important to die sphitual formation of teenagers.
An effective youth ministry wiU work to enable parents in theh sphitual, inteUectual,
and emotional relationship with theh children. Parents need to be nurtured,
encouraged, informed, and counseled. They are still the primary influence on the hves
of theh children. Youth are supported when youth ministries support theh parents.
The Context
YouthQuake is a part of Saint Stephen Church which is a United Mediodist
Church m the Northwest Texas Conference. Saint Stephen is a suburban church in the
southwest region of Amarillo, Texas that averages 650 in worship. The majority of the
membership is in the middle to upper levels of socioeconomic strata. Most members
are Caucasian. According to statistics provided by the church's membership secretary,
most heads of households have earned a minimum of a bachelors degree. Under the
leadership of Jim Smidi, in 1994, Saint Stephen Church, among die churches m the
Northwest Texas Conference, experienced the highest number of professions of faith,
the fourth highest attendance m worship and attendance in chddren's and adult Sunday
School programs. Samt Stephen Church has the sevendi largest membership m the
conference, and has been one church that has renewed its vision for discipleship and
growth. Saint Stephen Church provides an enthusiastic envhonment for youth
discipleship and ministry.
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Although this study will look at one aspect of the ministry of YouthQuake� a
confirmation class, it is unportant to understand die context withm which this class
functions. Saint Stephen's youdi mmistry can be best described by using a "blue print"
presented by Duffy Robbins in Youth Mmistrv thatWorks. In our YouthQuake Guide
to Youth Ministrv. diis stmcture is referred to as the YouthQuake Sphitual Growth
Model. After some basic demographic characteristics are presented, a picture of
YouthQuake wiU be presented through the Spirimal Growth Model.
Demographic Characteristics
Over the past 10 years from (1980-1990), accordmg to die Northwest Texas
Joumal of the United Methodist Church, the average attendance for die youth ministry
has been 45 youth whde the average emoUment has been 150 (NWTC Journals).
During 1994 the three principal areas of youth ministry are Sunday School which has
80 in attendance, Sunday evenmg "YouthQuake" which averages 85, and the youth
choh which averages 45. The youth roll as of December 31, 1994, is 215 youdi. Each
Sunday evening, YouthQuake, as the primary youth gathering is called, begins with a
snack supper, and is foUowed by a variety of programmmg. Elements of YouthQuake
programming include singing and worship led by a contemporary Christian youdi
band, skits, games, and studies integrating Biblical truth with current issues.
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Adolescent Spiritual Growth Model
POOL OF YOUTH YOVTliQUAKE RESPONSES
COME
LEVgt
This level of the ministry
represents the teen population in
general�
teens within our sphere of influence.
This includes youth at schools we visit,
^chools our youth attend, and oui youth
roll (over 200).
This level ofministry couches youth
whose only commiunenc to the group is
to come when the group is doing
something they like, something fiin and
entertaining. These youtii are our acmal
conuct with the raw material of our
ministry, not naturally spiritual, very
valuable.
CONTACT
MINISTBUES:
Lunch with Spot,
YouthQuake r's friendships
COMER
'MINISTRIES:
Game nights. Go Carts,
Swimming, Trips, Some
elements of YouthQuake
MentorMinistry
GROW
LEVEL
These youth are willing to submit
themsleves to spiritual growth. They
take part in a youth aaivity even if it
involves them in some sort of Bible
Study or spiritual impuL They youth
are still fiot seeking growth on their
own initiative.
GROW MINISTRIES:
GIBS, Mid-School Boys
Study
MentorMinistry
These youth have reached a stage
JJJI^:j|^Jpj^JJ^wherethey take the initiadve for
LEV^t
DE�ELO
LEVm.
ir own spiritual growth. Though I
not proficient at discipline,
discipline is a goal and may be
reflected in personal Bible study,
memorizauon, deep worship and
witnessing.
MULTIPLIERS
These youth take the initiative for |
the spiritual growth of others.
These youth are willing to be
equipped to take leadership and
initiate ministry.
This stage of commitment is
one in which youth devek>p an
understanding of God's call
for their ministry, and catch a
vision for acdon of
multiplying God's ministryin
others.
DISCIPLE
MINISTRIES:
Covenant Groups,
Confirmation, Discipling
Relationships between
Staffand youth
DEVELOPMENT
MINISTRIES:
� Peer Counseling, Senior
High Leadership Team,
Mid-School Leadership
Team
MULTIPLIER
MINISTRIES:
Usually older youth who
are in process of
identifying their call to
ministry, and work as
Youthiyraj^^-in-Training .
�Adapted firom: Dufiy Robbins. Youth Ministry That Works. (Wheaton, IL, : Victor, 1992) pp. 82-89.
CHART #1
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Pool of Youth
The pool of youth for Samt Stephen's YouihQuake is represented by die general
population of the youdi in our area of Amarillo. This population is made up of youth
tiiat are on the membership roll of Saint Stephen, 215 youth. It also includes a
population of youdi at schools widiin soudiwest region of AmariUo. This includes five
middle schools and three senior high schools. The total emoUment of diese schools is
9,730 youdi (AmariUo Independent School District). Contact is made with the general
population of youth through on-campus visits, attendance at athletic and school events,
through visitation of selected youth by our Teen Visitation Team, and through natural
acquaintances of YouihQuake group members.
Come Level
This level ofministry touches youth whose only commitment to the group is to
come when the group is doing somethmg they like�somethmg fun and entertainmg.
These youth are YouihQuake 's next level of contact with the general population widi
which ourministry has an influence. The youth who participate at this level are not
particularly committed to spiritual growth. They seek belongmg, entertainment, and
activity among established acquaintances. The YouthQuake response to this level of
mmistry includes: game nights, go cart outings, swimming parties, trips, and the
Sunday Evening YouthQuake group meetmg.
Grow Level
Youth who have reached a grow level are wiUmg to submit themselves to sphitual
growth. They take part in youth activities even if it involves diem in some sort ofBible
study or sphitual mpuL These youth seek sphitual growdi primarUy at the motivation
of a significant other (usuaUy youth staff or youth at the disciple level). The
confmnation experience of Saint Stephen Church (called "The Journey") acts as a
bridge between the "grow level" and die "disciple level" for early adolescents m die
church.
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Disciple Level
These youth have reached a stage where they take the initiative for theh own
spiritual growth. Though diey may not be proficient at self-discipline, they have a
genuine hunger to explore and practice dieh faidi through sphitual disciphnes (prayer,
study, service, confirmation, worship, etc.). Saint Stephen responds through
Covenant Groups, one-on-one disciphng experiences with Youthtoj^, BreakAway
(and) Bible studies and semmars.
Develop Level
Youth at this level take the initiative for die spiritual growth of others. These youdi
are willhig to be equipped to take on leadership and ministry. Although some middle
school youth have experience at this level, it is primarily populated by senior high
youth. These youth not only hunger for theh own spiritual growth, but have a sincere
deshe to help others grow sphitually as well. YouthQuake Ministries respond to diis
level duough its Peer Counselmg ministry, its Senior High Leadership Team (which
among other activities teaches die Confmnation Class of 7th grade youth), and to a
lesser degree its Middle School Leadership Team.
Multiplier Level
At this level youth "catch a vision" for retuming to theh respective junior high or
high schools to embody theh faidi m Jesus with die effect of reproducmg that faith in
the hves of theh friends (Youth Mmistrv that Works 78).
The youth ministry of Samt Stephen addresses youdi who deshe to grow at the
multiplier level by providing small groups. During the school year there wiU be up to
three "Covenant Groups" that give die senior high youth an opportunity to spend more
time studymg die Bible, bemg accountable to one another and developing theh faith.
The total attendance in these groups is approxhnately 35.
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Aduh Ministries of YouthQuake
The involvement of adults is essential to the success of youth ministry. Effective
ministry involves a ministry that mcludes adult volunteers and parents.
Youths to/i^ Training and Deplovment
Through the ministry of YouthQuake 20 adult volunteers have been tramed and
deployed as volunteer "YouthSfaj^'. These primary function of diese adults is to:
"...be used by the Lord to budd relationships with the youdi of Saint
Stephen. To love, encourage, and become closely involved with them.
To do everythmg to make Samt Stephen's ministry with senior high and
middle school kids excellent" (Oheim 4)
YouthS^flj^are key to the ministry of Saint Stephen. With die growhig number of
youth diat are participatmg m YouthQuake it is essential that we keep a ratio of one
adult to ten youth in order to preserve the quality of our relational mmistry to youdi.
One of the goals of YouthQuake is to have 20 "nuni" youth groups with the purpose of
acting as nurturing cells withm the larger youth group. These groups would enable the
youdi ministry to relate adequately to 200 youth. Sphitual and numerical growth is
hampered when youth to aduh ratios mcrease (Benson and Senter 209).
Parent Ministries
Mmistry to parents is as important as ministry to youth. Addressing die needs of
parents can have a powerful hnpact on the youth that are influenced by YouthQuake.
Parent ministries mclude:
1. Parent Semmars. These semmars, held quarterly, deal with topics that are
designed to inform and equip parents for the incredible task of rearing God-lovmg
teens.
2. ForParents'Onlv Newsletter is published bhnonthly to inform parents about
upcoming YouthQuake events, and mcludes material to keep parents up-to-date on teen
culture, resources, etc.
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3. Parent/Teen Events are quarterly opportunities for parents and their youth to
mteract on neutral turf. These activities give parents and dieh youdi an opportunity to
see each other interacting widi others on a fun and relaxed level.
4. Parents' Praver Ministrv is a monthly opportunity for parents to come together
for the specific purpose of praying for theh teens. They pray for teachers, the school
envhonment, friends, and anyone or anything that could have an impact on theh youth.
Purpose of the Inquhv
The purpose of this project was to observe the hnpact of a confirmation class
discipleship program upon the sphitual formation of seventh grade youth who are
members of the youth ministry of Saint Stephen Church.
Research Ouestions
Since this was a study of the impact of the confumation process upon sevendi
grade youdi, the following research questions were designed to make the joumahng
process simple. Youth were asked to give five to ten words that describe ideas or
events within the class that have hnpacted them. They were encouraged to write
more about the topic hi space provided on theh response cards. These questions
were designed to provide some answers that could help us begin to understand how
this process has impacted the youdi participatmg in this study.
Research Question #1
What indications of sphitual growth were apparent among the Travelers as
observed duough:
Operational Question #1 - dieh pre-, mid-, and post-joumahng?
Operational Question #2 - the Sphitual Well-being Scale?
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Research Ouestion #2
What were the participants' views of God at the beginning and end of the
Confmnation Process? (To be answered in a pre-class and post class questionahe.)
Research Ouestion ^
What were the class participants' dioughts about die topics treated durmg die
confirmation class?
Research Ouestion 4
What elements m the confirmation process have had an effect on the individual
youth's perception of his or her spiritual growth. (To be answered in the post-class
joumaling process.)
Definition of Terms
Several concepts were referred to within this study. The following section will
provide operational defmitions for the following terms:
Adolescence is the stage of life that occurs between the ages of 1 1 years and 25
years. Adolescence has been divided by many who work with youth into three stages.
Early Adolescence occurs between the ages of 11 and 13. These youdi display
characteristics of significant physical and social changes, and advance from concrete
thinking to thinking more abstractiy. Middle Adolescence occurs between the ages of
14 and 17. These youth display characteristics of becoming more comfortable with
their "new" bodies, intense focus on same-sex peer groups diminishes, and diey begin
to experience a stronger sense of difference and individuahty from theh parents. Late
adolescence occurs between the ages of 18 and 25. Issues for youth in this stage of
adolescence are individuating from parents, developing meanmgful relationships with
others, mcludmg the opposite sex, and they begin to focus on future events (Olson 20).
Youth mvolved m this study are in die age group that is categorized as early
adolescence.
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Adolescent Spirituahty is descriptive of die characteristics and process of sphitual
formation among people durmg theh adolescent years. Primary research in faidi
development has been pioneered by James Fowler and V. Bailey Gdlespie, among
others. The work of these men represent two major approaches, in the hterature today,
to understandmg faidi development . A study of this literature wdl be significant to diis
study.
Confirmation Class is an experience that takes place, in the context of this study,
among youth who are members of the 7th grade Sunday School class. It is a process
that mvolves prayer, class interaction, testimonies, thematic Bibhcal study, and
joumalmg.
Confumation is an instractional process that is a development of the Catechism
movements of the early church. Catechisms were sets of teachings on the basics of the
faith which lasted one to three years. Catechisms emerged as early as 400 A.D., and
have developed today mto modem catechisms, confirmation experiences, and Christian
education experiences. The confirmation experience of Saint Stephen Church is known
as "The Joumey." The Journey has been developed and organized by the Youth Pastor
and involves over fifteen senior high youth as models and co-teachers each week.
Terms used that are unique to Saint Stephen Church's confumation process are:
The Joumey is the name for die confirmation experience.
The Journey to he the One is the full name of the curriculum.
The JounevBook is die notebook that contains the curriculum.
Travelers are the confirmands.
The Discipleship Team are the senior high youth who play an mtegral leadership
role m the Joumey.
The Ultimate Joumev is a closing dramatic event to the Joumey.
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The Confirmation Service is a worship service to celebrate the completion of those
who have participated in the Joumey.
Faith Development is a sub-category widiin the overall study of sphitual
formation. Faith development seeks to discover and describe the benchmarks for
development of faidi. Depending on the author, faith development may be described in
developmental stages (Fowler), or faith situations (Gdlespie). The hterature provides
other developmental dieories of faidi, but the scope of diis study is not to provide a
review of every theory, rather its focus is to examine those theories that can provide a
picture of adolescent spiritual formation. Fowler, who has most recently had a great
mfluence in this area, will be compared and contrasted to that work presented by
Gillespie.
Joumalmg is a sphitual discipline that involves recording one's experiences,
thoughts, feelmgs, prayers on a regular basis. As Susan Annette Muto writes,
"Writing helps us to work through detected obstacles to sphitual living. Words allow
our real concems to well up, enabling us to find back our lost center in Christ. A
joumal is not only a record of events diat touch and transform us; h is a private space
in which we can meet ourselves in relation to others and God" (96). Since sphitual
formation involves how one perceives God m relation to one's hfe, the joumahng
experience provided a subjective means to observe how the class participants were
understandmg theh experience in the context of the class.
Smce early-adolescent youdi may have had a variety of experiences in joumaling,
the joumahng process was shnphfied for this project. Response cards were provided
for the purpose of joumaling. Joumaling consisted of the youth providing five to ten
words to describe an idea or experience. The response cards also provided ample room
for essay answers if the seventh grade youth choose to write more. They were
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encouraged to write in addition to the listings, but were given die freedom to make their
own choice.
Rehgious activitv is behavior diat is identified by die individual as rehgious,
spuitual, or "Christian," which reflects die individual's desire to honor his or her faith
by attaching meanmg to a specific behavior.
Sphitual Disciphnes refer to traditional disciphnes diat have been used throughout
the history of die Christian Church for die promotion of sphitual formation. Sphitual
disciplines may mclude: meditation, prayer, fasting, study, simplicity, solitude,
submission, service, confession, worship, guidance and celebration (Foster 1).
Spiritual Formation, as Maxie Dunnam puts it, is "that dynamic process of
receiving through faith and appropriating duough commitment, disciplme, and action,
the living Christ into our own life to die end that our life will conform to, and manifest
the reahty of Christ's presence in the world" (Dunnam 26). Sphitual formation is a
complex personal experience to measure. The scope of this study was to observe the
first stage of Dunnam 's definition of sphitual formation. It attempted to observe the
participants' (1) "receiving" and "appropriatmg" Jesus. The second stage,
"conforming" and "manifestmg" die reality ofChrist, was not addressed, though
deserves thorough study. Receiving and appropriatmg refer to experiencmg, fu-st
hand, a relationship with the person of God. Conforming and manifesting refer to the
behavioral response to this relationship with the person of God.
The Sphitual-WeU Being Scale, which provides an over aU measure of the
perceived sphitual quality of life, provided an objective observation of receivmg and
appropriatmg Christ. The joumaling experience of class members was a tool for a
subjective observation of receiving and appropriating.
Spirimal Growth. For the purpose of this study, sphitual growth was used
synonymously with sphitual formation.
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Spirimal Well-bemg is, as states author Craig Ellison, "the integral experience of a
person functioning as God intended, in consonant relationship with Him, with others,
and with one's self' (EUison 36). The Sphitual WeU-bemg mstrument, for the purposes
of this study, provides a quantitative and measurable aspect of the sphitual formation
that occurred during die confmnation class process. As the joumahng provided a
subjective observation of growdi, die Sphitual WeU-bemg instmment provided an
objective observation of growth. The Spiritual WeU-bemg scale was chosen for the
study because it is brief, and measures rehgious and existential perceptions and
experiences that reflect on die sphitual weU-being of the individual.
Theological Terms for Analysis
Two terms were employed to analyse words used by adolescents in joumals. The
joumals gave these adolescents an opportunity to describe theh impression of God
through theh experience on The Joumey.
One term was transcendence. Transcendence of God is defined m die Evangehcal
Dictionarv of Theologv. "As transcendent , God is uniquely other than everything in
creation" (itahcs added, Lewis 458). Without entering mto a major word study ii may
be helpful to make two distinctions diat could be reflected in words diat were
categorized as "transcendent." One distinction of transcendence can be associated with
the othemess of God. Synonymous concepts in this distinction would reflect a spatial
othemess of God, for example: distant, alien, inaccessible, isolated, far off or
removed. Another distinction may likewise reflect a more theological mclination with
words simUar to die meanings of: excellent, omnipotent, surpassing, supreme,
ultimate, incomparable, etc. In die works of Fowler and Gillespie, diere is the
observation diat early adolescents are experiencing a "remythologizmg" of theh
concepts of God. GiUespie states, "Without meaningful remythologizmg of die
symbols, early adolescents have no real grasp of faith's Uvmg meanmg" (137)
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Accordmg to Fowler a tension exists during this stage. Adolescents begm to perceive
God using a newly discovered "mtemal audiority" through dieh personal decision
makmg process. This enables diem to grasp a more personal and intimate
understanding of God. Reflective of die tension m adolescence, diey may also
"reaffirm dieh rehance on external authority and dieh commitments to theh particular
values and hnages of which diey are aware" (162). Gdlespie concurs, "Early
adolescents have many feehngs diat are better understood from an adult viewpoint,
while, at die same time, they may react emotionaUy to theh envhonment as does any
chdd" (127). For instance, God may have become, to some degree, in dieh elementary
years, more simdar to an ultra positive comic book hero. God would have attributes
that are adnurable and wordi foUowing, but God is stiU a character, radier than a person
(GiUespie 135). Transcendence, therefore, may reflect ideal and superior
characteristics of God, but at the same tune reflect that God has a less than
approachable persona.
The second term was immanence. As immanent , God reflects the ''relational
oneness of thought, deshes, and purposes" (italics added, Lewis 459) with God's
human creation . The category of immanence would be reflective of synonyms such as:
near, looming, at hand, understood, close, intimate, etc. Again, Fowler states this
succinctiy, the "adolescent's rehgious hunger is for a God who knows, accepts and
confirms the self deeply, and who serves as an infinite guarantor of the self..." (Stages
153). Key to die Personalizing Faith situation, as GiUespie describes, is the emergmg
"sense of values and meaning that comes from encounters widi God" (141). An
encounter suggests experiencmg die person of God as near and can reflect spiritual
growth m die early adolescent.
Mediodologv
A. Plannmg Phase
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(1) Interaction with Mentor - Early in the dissertation process various project ideas
were discussed with the Mentor. Since this student is currendy a pastor to youth and
has a program concentration in spiritual formation, it was decided that this student
would embark on a study of a confirmation class on the spiritual formation of early
adolescents. This study, therefore, was designed as an observation to help this
doctoral student and the volunteer youdi staff gain a better understanding of the sphimal
formation experience of adolescents through a confirmation experience.
(2) Determination of Confirmation Material - This student reviewed several
confirmation programs. None seemed to integrate the use of senior high youth in die
confirmation process, and material was developed by this student for the confirmation
classes of Samt Stephen. The material is entitled, "The Joumey to Be the One."
(3) Interaction with YouihStaff and Congregational Care Group - This project was
then discussed with the adult volunteer YouthStaff. These individuals, having a
primary ministry among youth, also served as the Congregational Care Group. After
discussing the project in general, and the methodology, the members of this group gave
theh unanimous approval.
(4) Interaction with Youth Participants - Since the senior high youth of Saint
Stephen's youth ministry were dhecdy involved, a group meeting was held inclusive of
aU who deshed to participate. Seventh grade youth and theh parents were given the
option to participate in confumation widiout participating m the study. The identity of
non-participants in the study was to be kept confidential. There was no notable
difference between the material and assignments of those who participate in the study
and those who do not. The project was thoroughly explained giving ample opportunity
for participants to ask questions and provide input regarding die project.
(5) Interaction widi Senior Pastor and Church Staff - The senior pastor and church
staff were informed about the project and had opportunities for questions and sharing
ideas regarding die project.
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(6) Interaction with Administrative Board - The admuustrative board of Samt
Stephen is extremely supportive of the youth mmistry and were interested in receiving a
report on the project prior to its inception. Progress reports were made at board
meetmgs held during the process of the project.
B. Implementation Phase
(1) Invitation to Confirmation class - Upon approval of the project, every seventh
grade youth on the role of YouthQuake received an mvitation to be a part die
confirmation class.
(2) Invitation to be on the Disciple-maker Team - Participation in the Disciple-
maker team was open to all Senior High youth. Participation was dependent upon the
specific senior high youths' abdity to attend each session and fulfiU the responsibdities
of the Disciple-maker team.
(3) Confirmation Class Experience - The Confirmation experience, as it relates to
this project lasted 10 weeks. The pre-class joumal, and pre-test of the Spiritual WeU-
being Scale was administered on die first meeting. The post-class joumal, and post-test
of the Sphitual WeU-bemg Scale was admmistered during a closing meeting Sunday
aftemoon foUowing the Confirmation Service. As the class foUowed the confirmation
process, each class member was given the opportunity to joumal at the conclusion of
the other nine meetings.
C. Evaluative Phase
(1) Evaluation of the experience dirough die objective measure - Upon completion
of the ten week class the objective measure (Sphitual WeU-bemg Scale) was completed
by all participants within die first week foUowmg the procedures. Results were
recorded and reported within the study.
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(2) Evaluation of the experience through the pre-, mid- and post-participant
joumals - The pre-, mid-, and post-participant joumals were compared and contrasted
and observed m relation to the Dunnam definition of spuitual formation. The results
were recorded and reported within this smdy.
Communitv and Self-selected Volunteers
Community
Saint Stephen Church is a United Methodist Church in the Northwest Texas
Conference. It is a suburban church in the southwest region of Amardlo, Texas that
averages 650 in worship. Of the 650 in worship, 80 to 100 are youth. Of these youth
participants 45 are in middle school, and 55 are in senior high.
Self-selected volunteers
For the purposes of this project a class was developed from those seventh grade
youth who were wiUing to make the 10 week commitment to be a part of the church's
annual confirmation class.
All of the seventh grade youth, who were on the Saint Stephen youth roll, received
a lettermviting them to pray about and consider participatmg in the confirmation class.
Those who responded were varified by a phone caU.
Data Collection
Instmmentation
Three instmments were used to gather data from die experience.
(1) The Sphimal WeU-bemg Scale developed by Raymond F. Paloutzian and
Craig W. EUison was an objective measure of the sphitual weU-being of die
participants. The scale was given as a pre-test prior to the first class meeting, and as a
post-test following die last class meeting. The results were then calculated and reported
within this study.
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(2) The participant mid-joumal was a second instrument for data gathermg. This
joumal was made up of response cards handed out at the conclusion of each class. It
included three components.
a. A pre-joumal was written by each of the participants on subjects relating to die
class experience, during the first meetmg. This joumal gave them an opportunity to
reflect on general perceptions of then own spuituatity.
b. A mid-joumal was kept during the process of the class experience by each
member for each class gathering. Topics were specific. Participants were also
encouraged to write about general perceptions of their own spirituality.
c. A post-joumal was written by each of the participants on the same subjects they
wrote about m theh pre-joumal.
The three components of the participant joumal were compared and contrasted to
provide some data on the participants' subjective understanding of theh relationship
with God.
Procedure
The class agreed to the covenant mcluded in the confirmation material. For the
purposes of this project, the class met for one and a half hours once each week for ten
weeks. The Sphitual Well-bemg instmment was given to the members of the class at
the beginning and end of the class experience. At the conclusion of each class a
minimum of ten mmutes was provided to enable the class members to make entries m
theh joumals.
The Material
The confirmation material provided ten weeks of class study material. The material
was entitied, "The Joumey to Be the One," and was developed by Kurt Oheim.
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Data Analysis
Spuitual Well-bemg Scale is described by its audiors as "a general indicator of
well-being.. .for individual and congregational spirituality." The Spiritual Well-bemg
Scale was the objective measure of the class's impact on the spiritual formation of the
participants. This data analysis was based on work provided by Ellison and Paloutzian.
Participant joumals of each class member were compared and contrasted based on
their entries in the pre-joumal, mid-joumal and post-joumal. It should be understood
that this material was highly subjective. Personal perception of one's sphimal
formation, albeit subjective, was significant and important data relevant to die purpose
of this project.
Significance of the Study
The significance of this study was to gain an understanding of sphitual formation
among a specific group of youth who participate m YouthQuake. Smce it is the
mission of YouthQuake to "make disciples," this project was designed to enable Saint
Stephen's adult workers to gain a better understanding of adolescent sphituahty. It is
the hope of Saint Stephen's adult youth workers to improve and expand theh
understanding of the spirimal formation as it has occured in the confirmation process.
Though this experience is not to be generalized, it also may provide some ground work
for further smdies in the area of adolescent sphimal formation.
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Chapter 2
SPmnUAL FORMATION AND ADOLESCENCE
Introduction
Sphimal Formation is "that dynamic process of receiving through faith
and appropriatmg tiirough commitment, disciplme, and action, die hving
Christ into our own hfe to the end diat our life will conform to, and
manifest the reahty of Christ's presence m die world" (Dunnam)
This conceptualization of spirimal formation, as developed by Maxie Dunnam, is
the chief focal pomt from which this smdy approached an understanding of adolescent
sphimal growth. This definition comes from a book Dunnam wrote entided Ahve m
Christ: The Dvnamic Process of Sphimal Formation. It is an excellent work using
Dunnam 's devotional style and provides a general framework for the process of
spuitual formation. Helpful as Dunnam's work is to a smdent of spmtual formation, it
does not provide a theoretical framework for the development of faith. Faith
development, a more specific study within spiritual formation, was unportant to this
smdy because these theories reflect the acmal developmental issues mvolved. Yet
Dunnam' s definition remained the most helpful to diis study. From this definition,
though, one must go to the literamre to examine how others have "fleshed out" the
concept of sphitual formation. This is most clearly found in die work of "faidi
development."
The question to be examined in this chapter is, "What does Spiritual Formation
among adolescent youth look like as reflected m the literature?" As referred to in the
first chapter, faith development seeks to discover and describe the benchmarks for
development of faidi. James Fowler's work, which has had prhnary influence m this
area, was compared and contrasted with a relatively new approach presented by V.
Bailey Gdlespie in his book, The Experience of Faidi.
Both approaches were vhal since this study seeks not only to gam an
understanding of theory, but also of experience and growth. Fowler, a theologian.
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looks at faith development also through the eyes of a psychological developmentahst
and provides a stmctural psychological framework. Gillespie, as a professor of
rehgious education and pastoral smdies, adds an essential experiential element to this
discourse diat wdl ultmiately promote a more full understandmg of spirimal formation
among adolescents.
The Pioneering of Faith Development
Jean Piaget
Developmental theory was fust formalized with the work of Jean Piaget (1896-
1980), a Swiss psychologist. Although his work focused on the development of
thought patterns and decision making, his work has been an essential beginning to the
work of faith development. He observed that growth occurred in "spurts and stages"
(Plueddemann 5-1). The four primary stages observed by Piaget are as follows:
1. Sensorimotor stage (0-2) This stage reflects a time in life when human beings
participate in the world prunarily through theh senses: hearing, touching, seeing.
2. Preoperational stage (2-7) This stage reflects a tune in human life when one
begins to make sense of the world through language and fantasy. Life is understood
mtuitively, rather than dirough logical abstractions.
3. Concrete operations stage (7-11) During this stage human beings begin to learn
and grasp facts. Thinking is primarily hteral. It is during diis time that children clmg
and gam security in the "black and white" namre of rules and order (Plueddemann 5-1).
4. Formal operations stage (1 1 through adult) During this longest span of hfe
Piaget observed diat human beings begin to think abstractly. It is during this stage m
hfe diat they can use logic to find solutions to hypothetical simations and make
decisions to address complex problems.
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Erik Erikson
Another pioneer in the understandmg of human development is Erik Erikson
(1902-1994). Erdcson, a German-American psychoanalyst was mfluenced duecdy by
Sigmund and Anna Freud. Erikson's work bridged the gap between psychoanalysis
and the problems of human development (Academic American Encyclopedia
CompuServe). One of Erikson's primary contributions to this subject is a work entided
Chddhood and Societv. pubUshed in 1950, in which he presents his eight stages (or
crises) of psychodevelopment (Dykstra and Parks 6). These crisis points observed by
Erikson occur as indicated in the following chart (Newman 33).
CHART 2
Erikson's Lifestages
Lifestage Psvchosocial Crisis
Infancy (birth to 2 years) Trust versus mistrust
Toddlerhood (2-4) Autonomy versus shame and doubt
Early school age (5-7) Initiative versus gudt
Middle school age (8-12) Industry versus inferiority
Early adolescence (13-17) Group identity versus alienation
Later adolescence (18-22) Individual identity versus role diffusion
Early aduldiood (23-34) Intimacy versus isolation
Middle adulthood (35-60) Generativity (productivity) versus stagnation
Later adulthood (61- ) Integrity versus despair
It was Erikson that provided an analysis of the relational aspects of development.
Erikson's study went beyond the study of early childhood development. Concentratmg
on issues of peer culture, school envkonment, cultural values, and ideals, Erikson
developed observations that provide ground work for continued study of human
development
Lawrence Kohlberg
A third pioneer m the understanding of development is Lawrence Kohlberg (1927-
1987). Kohlberg 's unique angle was the development ofmoral reasonmg as human
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bemgs progressed in then- psychological development. Kohlberg observes diat human
beings experience three moral developmental levels.
1. The preconventional level is a self-oriented developmental stage m one's hfe in
which decisions related to right and wrong are based on the physical consequences of
the action. Chddren, for instance, make a moral decision to do "right" because die
consequence wdl be more deshable dian if diey made a "wrong" decision m which case
the consequence would be less deshable.
2. The second, or conventional, level ofmoral reasonmg reflects an awareness of
one's envhonment and social situation. Decisions made at diis level take on anodier
aspect: diat of deshing also to please die peer group diat has greatest influence m one's
hfe. Moral reasoning dien moves from being reflective of the consequences of the
action taken m level one, to being reflective of one's deshed community affihation.
The community plays a primary role m moral reasoning at diis stage even to die point
that one might risk less deshable consequences to remain m good standing widi one's
community or peer group.
3. The thhd level ofmoral reasonmg is the postconventional level. The primary
motivation for moral decision making is based on universal principles radier than self-
orientation or social-orientation. The prmciples that one mtegrates into one's hfe rise
above odier considerations m moral reasonmg.
It is important to note the Piaget, Erikson, and Kohlberg are three giant pioneers
among many who have contributed to developmental dieory. The two theorists that
were focused upon m diis study acknowledge the influence of these developmentalists
in their work. Any serious study of developmental dieory will be indebted to these
pioneers who have laid a ground work for further study in human development, and
like-wise the study of faith development.
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Faith in Context
As the pioneers in developmental theory help brmg about a more clear
understanding of faith development, it would also be helpful to address the issue of
"faith" for the context of this smdy. Faith is an essential element of spirimal
formation. However, faith is defined in a variety of ways depending on the source.
This discussion of faith wdl be shnphfied by primarily focusing on the approaches to
the concept of faith as evidenced m the primary works of the three authorities cited in
this work: Dunnam, Fowler, and Gdlespie.
As the reader wiU observe, Dunnam 's work provide a foundational context for the
study of Fowler and Gillespie. Fowler and Gillepsie offer a diorough treatment on
developmental aspects of spirimal formation from birth to old age. Both have
developed stages or simations, respectively, deahng with spiritual formation (see chart
#3). The enthety of theh work is worthy of study, but for die purpose of this project it
was appropriate to focus only on those situations and stages that were reflective of
spirimal formation among adolescents.
CHART 3
Fowler's Stages and Gillespie's Situations
Stages of Faith Faith Situations
Childhood
Intuitive-Projective (2-7) Borrowed (early childhood)
Mythical-Literal (7-12) Reflected (mid to late childhood)
Adolescence
Synthetic-Conventional (12 and beyond) Personalized (early adolescence)
Established (mid to late adolescence)
Adulthood
Individuative-Reflective (early adulthood) ReordCTed (early adulthood)
Conjunctive (mid-life and beyond) Reflective (mid adulthood)
Universalizing (mid-life and beyond) Resolute (late adulthood)
Dunnam: Faidi that is "Ahve in Christ"
Dr. Maxie Dunnam, currendy president of Asbury Theological Seminary, has been
a long time pastor, and a respected pubhsher for the Upper Room. He has authored
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many popular works that primarily focus on discipleship and spuitual formation. Many
of these works have been workbooks that are designed to assist behevers in the growth
of tiieh faith. Dunnam 's definition of Sphimal Formation capmres this essence. Faidi
is the on going experience of die "dynamic process of receiving... and appropriating
through commitment, disciphne, and action, die hvmg Christ mto our own hfe to die
end that our hfe will conform to, and manifest the reality of Christ's presence in die
world."
The scope of this work was hmited to observmg two specific areas withm this
defmition, receiving and appropriating. The challenge of observmg the third element,
manifestation of faidi, goes beyond the reach of the ten week process observed in this
study.
Fowler: Stages of Faith
Dr. James Fowler, a theologian who teaches at Candler School of Theology,
approaches die smdy of faidi development from a position diat universalizes the
experience of faith. His subtitle reveals his mode of observation: "The Psychology of
Human Development and die Quest for Meaning." He is not specifically interested m
how one grows close to God, rather his interest is in the stages reflected m an
individual's development of a sense of meaning. His personal definition of faith is
informative:
[Faith is] people's evolved and evolving ways of experiencing self, odiers and world
(as diey construct them) as related to and affected by the ulthnate conditions of
existence (as they construct them) and shaping of theh hves' purposes and meanmgs,
trust and loyalties, m tight of the character of bemg, value and power determining die'
ultimate conditions of existence (as grasped in theh operative images�conscious and
unconscious�of them) (Stages 92-93).
According to this definition and die treatment of faidi diroughout his book. Fowler
sees faith as a perspective or world view which may not necessarily have an exphcitiy
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religious focus. It is a world view that is central to a person's identity and
understanding of community within which they live. Fowler suggests that all human
beings have a faith experience whether they consider themselves "rehgious" or not.
On the basis of his definition, Fowler has observed six stages of faith, two of
which wdl be addressed in diis study:
Mvdiic-Literal Faith (ages 7-12)
The second stage of faith is mydiical in that chddren are able to perceive and
develop elaborate narrative myths or stories. These stories give meaning to the primary
symbols in die chdd's life. Stories are told with "new accuracy and richness. This
means that they can develop a strong sense of fairness based on reciprocity..." Young
people are "literal" in that they "constmct a more orderly, temporally hnear and
dependable world" (135). In spite of the new awareness of external perspectives,
children in this stage stiU do not personahze these ideas. Personahzing is a
characteristic of the thhd faidi stage. Characteristics of the Mythic-Literal Faith stage
include:
Concrete Operational Thinking: This idea, developed by Piaget, describes the
abihty of young people to perceive "stable categories of space, time, and causahty."
Children begin to differentiate between fantasy and reality. The operations of theh
thought process become black and white.
Reciprocitv and Fairness: As chddren in this stage begin to perceive that others
may have differmg ideas and opmions they begin to value reciprocity and fairness.
Giving and receiving credit for one's actions is expressed through the growing social
mteractions of children. A primary assumption of children in this stage is that life is
fair. They project onto dieh hnage of God what they perceive of fairness in die world.
The degree that the world is perceived as fah could be die degree that chddren at this
age perceive that God is also fah. The construct ofGod at this stage is based in
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fahness, and generally assumes diat God is also "bound" to the same value Ihnits as
those held by friends and family (Stages 153).
Svnthetic-Conventional Faith (ages 12 and beyond)
This dihd stage of faith involves one being able to perceive a world with
perspectives and ideas that are beyond the famdy. It is synthetic in that it is a faith diat
is a synthesis of the many values gleaned from die variety of relationships experienced
by one who is in this stage. It is conventional in that the object and characteristics of
diat faith are somewhat adapted to the "conventions" of the peer group one is with at the
moment. Fowler contends that many Christians reach this stage without passing much
further. Some characteristics of this stage include the following:
Formal operational thought: People tend to develop the abihty to reflect on theh
own thinking as diey consider "a variety of hypothetical solutions or explanations" to
life and relationships.
Desire for being known and accepted: Relationships become much more reflective
in the hfe of a person in diis stage. People are perceived as "mirrors" to one's
behavior. Efforts for acceptance and belonging among peers and with God become
primary motivations. In this sense the ideas and reactions of others become
personalized. Fowler writes, "die adolescent's rehgious hunger is for a God who
knows, accepts and confhms the self deeply, and who serves as an infinite guarantor of
the selfwith its forming myth of personal identity and faith" (Stages 153).
Gillespie: The Experience of Faidi
Anodier investigation mto the "experience of faidi" is presented by V. Badey
Gdlespie, a professor ofReligious Education at La Sierra University. Most approaches
to faith development have borrowed heavily from developmental psychology. Gdlespie
takes a different approach. As a professor m rehgious education, youth ministry, and
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pastoral studies, Gdlespie examines faith development by describing the progress of
spiritual formation dirough categories called "faith situations." GiUespie explains.
Faith situations are proposed as a category that can aid both describmg
the faith experience that is seen in the growing person as well as
providing some sort of focus and basis for nurture and ministry. The
term "simation" was chosen because it has both a descriptive and
education flavor. Faith is a highly complex thing. How it is learned is
equally complex. How is it taught is an exciting chaUenge (GiUespie
76).
Faith Defined
Gillespie defines faith differently from Fowler. Fhst of aU, GiUespie contends that
the object of one's faith is aU important. He suggests diat, "the tnistwordiiness of the
faith object is more significant than the acmal experience of faidi" (24). The object of
one's faith is also important to Fowler, though, for Fowler, faith is primarily related to
one's developing world view. Faith for GiUespie is one's access to the object of faith.
That object for GiUespie and for the sphitual formation of adolescents is God as He has
revealed himself in Christian Scripture�the Bible. A further clarification:
The core of bibhcal faidi, and more specifically Christian faith, is a
trusting kind of self-surrender to the God who reveals himself to the
world. As we mentioned, the object of faith is significant. The object
of faith is important if faith is to have an additional definition that
includes the concept of faithfuhiess.
A second difference m GiUespie 's understandmg of faith is that faidi "is in reality a
gift to be received." Faith is not something that is self-discovered and developed. The
abihty to "faith" is given to humankind by God. Faith is much more than a developing
world view as "people's evolved and evolvmg ways of experiencing self, others and
the world." It is a gift of sight that one might see the world, people, victories,
chaUenges as God sees diese life experiences. GiUespie clarifies that "faith generates
values and provides the incentive to adhere to those values..."
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It is essential to understand diat the differences between the two views of spiritual
formation are not mutually exclusive or competing. Gillespie's model is mdebted to die
work of Fowler, psychological developmentalists, dieologians, students, and a variety
of experiences in ministry (Gillespie 75). Fowler's understanding is valuable in
painting a universaUzed understanding of faidi. Gillespie embellishes upon diat picture
by connecting it widi its Author�God.
Faith Simations
As one begins to study Gillespie's faith simations it is unportant to note several
differences between faidi simations and faith stages. (1) Faidi simations are "nurmring
models" that facihtate sphitual formation. (2) Faith simations are oppormnities for faith
experience, not prescriptions of stages toward a goal of higher sphitual development.
(3) Faith simations are not Ihiked to specific ages because there are always "exceptions
to the rule." They are not stages to be achieved. Faith simations are more hkely to
occur as God uses different opportunities in a person's life to unwrap His "gift."
Gdlespie has observed seven faith situations, two of which wiU be addressed in diis
study:
Personahzed Faidi (Early Adolescence)
GiUespie 's thhd faith simation is one diat promotes the personahzing of faith
among adolescents. This simation occurs primarily in early adolescence. Faith is
experienced through the "searchmg, questioning, committing, and examining [of] one's
life" (GiUespie 80). This situation provides youth an opportunity to reason out dieh
faith and begin a process of personahzing it. Doubt may become a principal tool for
this faidi situation as youth grow through cycles of belief and disbeUef It is essential
for the nurturing church community to provide validation and patience for those who
are going through die rigors of personalizing faith.
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There are many avenues for churches to facihtate these faith simations: youth
ministry, a relevant Sunday School class, relational confirmation experiences, etc.
Estahlished Faith (Later Youdi)
The Estabhshed Faith simation is one that provides adolescents with an
opportunity to articulate and "estabhsh" then faith. It is after the significant questioning
period, found in the previous situation, diat youth become ready to "testify" to dieh
faith. As faith is establishing itself, youth in this situation may be vulnerable to
inconsiderate actions of others who see diemselves as spiritually more advanced.
Gdlespie warns that this negative relationship could actuaUy "discourage and often
termmate the faith quest on the part of youth." Special care should be given to those
youth who enter the estabhshmg faith simation to give them the freedom to learn to
articulate theh newly "owned" faith, without pressure to "articulate it right the first
tune."
Possible situations that may be provided by the local church are leadership
opportunities for youth, mission experiences, teaching opportunities, leadership of
mid-school youth activities, etc.
Fowler and Gdlespie: Complementarv Approaches
Fowler presents a theological twist to the psychological developmental
understandings of human growth. He takes developmental theory, which does not
address the spiritual aspects of humanity, and uses it to observe the spmtual formation
of people. Perhaps to stay trae to developmental theory he universalizes his
observations to fit mto categories of people who are non-rehgious or religious m
different traditions.. Faith is defmed m an mtentional way to achieve this.
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Gillespie is helpful m that he takes the observation and research of Fowler and
others who have contributed to the study of spiritual formation, and configures the data
into useful categories for observing and promoting spiritual formation.
A key difference between Fowler and Gdlespie is that the stages of Fowler's
observations are progressive. One moves from one stage to another in a hnear fashion.
Gdlespie suggests that it is possible for people to miss opportunities for experiencing
the spiritual simations. Children for instance, may miss one of the crucial earher faith
simations that provide them the oppormnity to borrow and reflect faith. Some youth
who participate in youth mmistry are in a situation to personahze theh faith even though
they haven't had an opportunity to "borrow" it at an earlier time in theh life.
Earlv-Adolescent Faith Development
A review of the literamre wdl help answer the following questions. What does
Sphitual Formation among early-adolescent youth look like as reflected m the hteramre?
How can that dynamic process of receiving and appropriating be observed?
Adolescent Spiritualitv
Adolescents that were involved in this study, or any faith budding experience, wdl
approach spirimal growth from a variety of backgrounds. Some wdl have experienced
earher faith simations whde others wdl not have had those opportunities. Each faith
situation wdl have had its own qualities and its own degrees of mtentionahty on the part
of the parents. Each youth will have responded uniquely to his or her own set of
chcumstances.
Handles for Observing Earlv-adolescent
Spirimal Formation
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As one looks at the research it becomes clear that there are two stages and
situations that early adolescents can experience related to then spmtual formation. Bodi
Fowler's Mydiic-Literal and Syndietic-Conventional stages and Gillespie's
Personalized and Estabhshed Faidi situations provide the best picmre of early-
adolescent spiritual formation, with the latter stage and former simation being the more
likely experiences for seventh grade youth in the context of a confirmation class.
It should be noted that Fowler choses to place the Mythical-Literal Stage in the age
group that spans from seven years of age to the age of twelve. He observes one stage,
Synthetic-Conventional, to describe the full span of adolescent sphituahty. This smdy
includes both, because seventh grade youth can be spirimally located in either stage.
Gdlespie observes two faith simations occurring during the long span of adolescence.
He sees early adolescents as experiencing oppormnities for personahzing theh faith,
and later adolescents as experiencing opportunities to estabhsh theh personahzed faith.
Both situations are included due the early-adolescents' experience being dhectiy
influenced by older adolescents on tlie Joumey. These stages and simations are not in
contradiction to one another, but are vahd observations from two different points of
view. The point that needs to be addressed is that these descriptions give substance for
the primary defmition of sphimal formation as provided by Dunnam. The work of
Fowler and Gdlespie gives us a picture of just what that is supposed to look Idee.
Earlv-adolescent Receiving
Early-Adolescent youth can "receive" theh faith in several ways. The following
ways are:
1) Leammg from parents and significant others (Fowler/Gillespie^
Parents in earlier situations and stages have played the primary role of helping
mdividuals receive die livmg Christ. As mdividuals begm to enter mto die second and
thhd faitii stages and faith situations significant odiers begin to have an effect on the
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reception of the hving Christ. Teachers, coaches, and heroes all begin to mform diem
about God and values relating to spirimal matters. The ideas of these significant others
are valued, analyzed and contrasted to the ideas of faidi diese early-adolescents have
received whde growing up.
2) Testing values within the group (Fowler, conventional)
A helpful word picture provided by Fowler is that the group or groups with which
a young person belongs become "mirrors" for adolescents. They see themselves
through the eyes of others. They receive as they weigh dieh values with the values of
theh peer group(s). Even as a young person grows sphimally, his or her
understanding of God is informed by and/or contrasted with the ideas of the group.
The peer group(s) can have a sharpenuig effect for adolescents in general, as well as,
for early-adolescents. The personal picture ofGod is focused by both the affirmmg
and the opposing responses of the peer group(s).
3) Personahzing process: (Fowler/Gillespie)
Searching, questioning, committing and examining are all ways youdi, during this
faith simation, personalize theh faith. Fowler observes, along widi Piaget, that youth
during these stages and simations possess the ability for formal operational thought.
They begin to diudc logically and analytically about die world around them. They
"receive.. .the hving Christ" not in a unidimensional way, but are wiUing to dialog with
theh own dioughts to experience Christ in a more substantive way. Characteristics,
teachings, and experiences of Jesus are valued much more by diese youth who think
through these ideas and eventually own or discard them, radier than just acceptmg them
at face value. Knowing "why" one believes is an important factor in deeply receiving
the hving Christ.
Earlv-Adolescent Appropriating
Appropriation of Christ duough the sphitual formation process includes die following:
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1) Remvthologi/ing fGi11ftspip./Fnwlftr^
It is important that youth look at the symbols in theh life in an inquisitive manner.
"Remythologizing" symbols can be a process of "appropriatmg through
[re]commitment...the living Christ..." Remythologizing is categorized as an
appropriating aspect of sphimal formation because it is the acmal process of ownmg or
disowning the ideas, symbols and truths early-adolescents have received through theh
parents, significant others, groups, and in a variety of teaming situations.
2) Nurmring Recognition (Gdlespie)
Another evidence for appropriatmg the hving Christ is reflected in the perception of
the adolescents as to the namre of the faith community's recognition of them. If youths
perceive "recognition" as positive and encouragmg dien it is hkely diat diey wdl discem
that dieh spmtual growdi is a positive aspect to theh hves. For diose youth who
experience a hostde faith community envhonment, the spirimal growth experience can
be negative or at best, isolated. Gillespie writes.
Since identity is never established alone, in a vacuum so to speak, it is
important for the church to nurture personal relationships during this
tune. The youth group, the community of believers, the club, the
fellowship group�these are apt settings for this belonging to happen.
In the sharing of die experience of God with others, faith is nurtured
and felt. As others share the stmggles and the pam and as the group
solves problems togedier along with learning to accomphshed tasks, the
setding in of purpose, values and goals becomes clear. Faith begins to
be experienced m a personal way (Gdlespie 141).
3) DLsciphng (Gdlespie)
Youth, who deshe to take part in discipling ministry such as a confirmation
experience, are accepting an oppormnity to appropriate dieh faidi. Groups that are
simdar to the one in this smdy provide youdi with ample opportunities to be challenged,
taught, modeled, and nurtured. During adolescence, youth deshe church related youth
activities that address the substantive issues of theh spirituality. Fun activities in and of
themselves are not enough. Early-adolescents begm to look for ways that wdl help
them value and use dieh faith m tangible ways. Ideas for "ideas sake" are superseded
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by ideas and values diat make a difference. The variety of discipleship oppormnities�
confirmation, small groups, studies, and other disciple-making experiences�are aU
ways to facditate that desne for substantive spuimal formation.
4) Establishing One's World view (Gillespie/Fowler)
The research indicates that estabhshing one's world view becomes unportant to
adolescents. Fowler writes:
The self, previously sustained m its identity and faidi compositions by
an interpersonal chcle of significant others, now clahns an identity no
longer defined by the composite of one's roles or meanings to others.
To sustain diat new identity it composes a meaning frame conscious of
its own boundaries and inner connections and aware of itself as a
"world view." Self (identity) and oudook (world view) are differentiated
from those of odiers and become acknowledged factors in die reactions,
mterpretations and judgments one makes on the actions of the self and
odiers (Stages 182).
GiUespie concurs with Fowler hi suggesting that youth experience a situation
which they "establish" theh specifics of faith (or world view) through two means: (1)
theological inquhy, and (2) experience. Theh faith is appropriated m such a way as to
be authentic and useful for them and not merely inherited.
Spuitual Formation and the Confumation Process
The confumation process through the ministry of Saint Stephen Church is a unique
experience that mvolves the sphimal formation dynamics of early adolescents as die
confirmands, ofmid and late adolescents as teachers and models, and of the youth
pastor as the primary teacher and coordinator of the class experience. The various
"situations" or "stages" provide a powerful mix of human sphitual experience to
promote a sphituaUy fruitful confmnation experience. Senior High youth have an
opportunity to re-examine and re-articulate theh faith in meaningful ways du-ough
group interaction and testknonies. The seventh grade youth are provided a unique
situation where being spmtual and asking spiritual questions is strongly encouraged by
older youdi that diey look up to. The seventh grade youdi also have the opportunity to
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see other youth in their class and senior high leaders wresde with issues of faith. The
dynamics provide a great opportunity to begin to look at adolescent spuitual formation.
Ouesdons
Early-adolescents' experience of receiving and appropriating their faith enables
them in "conformmg to and manifesting the reality ofChrist's presence." Havmg been
informed through the hterature of what early-adolescent spmtual formation looks like,
this study proposed questions intended for use by die researcher to help identify and
further characterize the sphituaUy formative experiences the participants in die smdy
were experiencmg. The foUowing are questions that arise from the literature which
apphed to the scope of this study:
(1) What evidence was there of early-adolescents personahzing dieh faith?
(2) What evidence was there of the impact of community nurture upon the early-
adolescent?
These questions were answered primarily through the joumaling process of the
confirmation class. The joumahng process was very basic as die research and
operational questions in chapter one indicate. The joumahng process, though sunple,
was designed to be a functional way to provide some basic information that wUl help to
provide answers for these questions.
Summarv
Promoting spmtual formation among adolescents should be a prhnary task of
youth ministry. The work of Fowler and Gillespie has been prhnary in understanding
what sphimal formation "looks" like and is an unportant factor in fulfiUmg that task.
Adolescents come from a variety of backgrounds and experiences. The research
mdicates diat they, developmentaUy, experience situations diat may anchor diem m a
faith that wiU last diem dirough odier faith stages and situations. It is cmcial for the
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church to provide the best nurturing situations to help youth develop a faidi diat
connects to Bibhcal trudi while at the same time is a faith that is truly personahzed and
valued in thought and action.
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Chapter 3
THE JOURNEY TO BE THE ONE:
An Experience in Confirming One's Faith
The Problem and the Purpose
The Problem
Church programmmg m spmtual formation for adolescents is in crisis. Peter
Benson and John Forhti of Search Instimte suggest that diere is a "trend m which
church attimde has become less favorable between 5th and 9th grade. The 7di and 9di
grade period may be the tune youth first begin to be reflective and/or evaluative about
church" (Forhti and Benson 215). Christian Education, too often, has been focused on
impartmg information, rather than transformation. Because of this, churches are not
just losing only the unchurched youth, but those who are attending as well.
Confirmation for many churches is supposed to be one of the most significant
events in the spiritual life of the adolescent, and yet many confirmation experiences
miss die mark. Joseph Moore, professor at St. Joseph College, laments m Religious
Education, "We tell young people that at Confirmation they become Christian adults,
and yet so often we abandon them in parish life at that point and fad to assist them in
makmg a significant contribution to die community" (Moore 86-87). These madequate
experiences often prove to young people that die church is out of touch in die way it
communicates die reahty diat God's love and grace as personal and empowering.
The Purpose
The purpose of this project is to observe and evaluate die hnpact of a confirmation
class discipleship program upon die sphitual formation of seventh grade youdi who aie
members of die youdi ministry of Samt Stephen Church. It is die hope diat this
confirmation experience will anchor die participants m a relationship with Jesus, diat
diey might become effective and enthusiastic members of his church.
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Confirmation: A Brief History
Confirmation, or better known in the history of the church as "catechism," was
developed in the fourdi and fifth centuries for the purpose of teaching behevers about
the basics of the faidi. The Greek word katecheo means "to mstruct." According to
D.F. Wright m the Evangehcal Dictionarv of Theology, this teaching was given to
converts before baptism. Educating behevers in diis way was "designed to safeguard
the mtegrity of the church" (195). The primary material for the catechism was the
Lord's Prayer and die Apostles' Creed. The content of the teaching progressed with
mtemal developments within the church. When the reformation took place, individual
Lutheran pastors wrote theh own catechisms. The most influential, during die early
days of the reformation, was Ludier's Small Catechism. According Wright, "The
SmaU Catechism dealt widi the Decalogue, Aposties' Creed, Lord's Prayer, and
sacraments, the standard ingredients of subsequent Protestant catechisms." Luther is
quoted by Wright as recordmg, "I have brought about such a change diat nowadays a
gill or boy of fifteen knows more about Christian doctrine than all the theologians of
the great universities used to know" (196). The Protestant catechisms tended to have an
anti-Catholic slant and were regarded as a "mark of the reform movement's break with
he past." As the Protestant church developed, "catechizing was often viewed as leading
to an evangelicaUy reformed confirmation" (197). Key to die catechism process was
more dian just an imparting of the faitii. It also anchored behevers in the tmth of a
relationship with Jesus Christ. This helped to mcrease the momentum of the
reformation.
The Former Confumation Experience of Saint Stephen
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The current confirmation experience at Saint Stephen has developed over the past
three years. For several years confirmation was taught during the winter quarter at die
Sunday School hour. Several problems existed with this approach:
1. Consistency of attendance was compromised due to the fact diat confumation
was not seen as unique. It was just part of die Sunday School experiences which at
times could become a second priority to "sleepmg in" or to a weekend famdy trip.
2. Materials used were from Cokesbury and Bristol Books. Although the material
dealt with the basics of the faidi, it was presented in an unpersonal and non-relevant
manner. Its metiiod was mosdy fdl in die blank and memorization.
3. Parental mvolvement was minimal. Parents were informed at the begmnmg of
the process and invited to the confumation service at the conclusion of the process.
4. The class was informational radier than formational. The chief goal of the class
in prior years seemed to focus on memorizing information about the church and
doctrinal issues. The weakness of diis method is that information doesn't guarantee
formation. Although facts are unportant, personal transformation and the abihty to
confirm one's faith based on experience as well as facts is really what needs to take
place in die confmnation experience. Knowing God personally is more significant than
just simply knowmg facts about God.
Sphitual Direction: A Model for Adolescent Catechism
In his article in Religious Education, Gary Davis describes the importance of
relational teaching in the context of helping adolescents grow sphimaUy. He suggests
that "htde recognition has been made that there are strong spmtual components" to die
experience of adolescence m psycho-development literature. He also suggests diat "not
many inside the church essentiaUy make this recognition either" (Davis 267). Teens
suffer from significant madequacies of current forms of catechesis. Catechism or
confirmation classes tend to function in one of two ways:
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1. They attempt to 'drill' certain beliefs or doctrines of Faith into an adolescent's
head, but do not relate to die teenager's own vital questions and chcumstances (and
therefore they do not education); or, on the other hand,
2. They attempt to be wholly relevant to all the major issues with which a teen is
strugghng, but in so doing, end up zeroing m almost exclusively on such topics as
sexuahty, parental and peer relationships and career goals (and therefore are not very
rehgious).
An alternative to the two approaches mentioned by Davis is an approach that
involves sphimal dhection. Kenneth Leech m Soul Friend provides a simple definition
of sphimal dhection: The "primary function of spirimal dhection is to provide
assistance m two areas, that of clarification and that of discernment" (77). Confumation
would better be served if youth confhmands would experience spiritual dhection in
which they could receive clarification of die questions they have and be m personal
relationships diat enable them to discem dieh relationship widi God.
The Joumev to Be The One: An Experience
in Confuming our Faith
Population and Sample
For the purposes of this project a class was developed from those seventh grade
youth who were willmg to make die 10 week commitment to be a part of die church's
annual confirmation class.
All of die seventh grade youth, who were on die Saint Stephen roll, received a
letter invitmg diem to pray about and consider participatmg m die confumation class.
Those who responded were verified by a phone call. Those who faded to respond to
die written mvitation received a second invitation by die Youth Pastor.
Smce parental involvement is essential to die success of the confumation class
parents received a lettermvitmg diem to a parent meeting that took place two weeks
prior to the fust confirmation class session. Parents received an orientation about the
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confirmation process, and had an oppormnity to participate m a "Parents Prayer Vigil"
that took place during each class meeting.
The Discipleship Team
One of the key elements in The Joumey is the Discipleship Team. The
Discipleship team was made up of any 8th through 12th grade youth who are wilhng to
make a ten week commitment to be in leadership for the confirmation class. The
leadership team was recmited through weekly announcements for one month prior to
the fhst confirmation class meeting. It was announced during the Sunday School hour
and during YouthQuake on Sunday evenings. Two weeks prior to the fhst class, those
mterested m the Discipleship team met for two successive Wednesday nights preparmg
for theh part m The Joumey. The training included the following:
1. Prayer Trammg - Each potential Discipleship Team-member was trained m how
to be an intercessor for those 7th grade youth who were on The Journey. They were
provided with a hst of those youth to be prayed for each day.
2. Orientation ofMaterial - Each potential Discipleship Team-member was
exposed to die material that was used over the 10 week period of the class. The
unportance of each topic was discussed by all involved m die leadership so diat the
team was unified as to the importance of each topic as a part of The Joumey.
3. Discipline and Encouragement - Each potential Discipleship Team member was
trained to understand die unportance of encouragement and disciplme. Encouragement
is essential to buildmg up and modeling the love and value Christ has for the
participants. There would be moments when a sevendi grade participants may need
some gentie discipline during the class. Leaders were taught how to implement
discipline is a subtie, but firm way.
4. Assignments - On die second preparation session, which is one week prior to
the first confmnation class, die team received a variety of assignments:
a. Table Assignments:
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Each table serveed eight to ten youth including leaders. Two to three leaders were
in charge of a table. The tasks were ( 1) to get to know the seventh grade youth weU
who sit at theh table, (2) phone them each week and (3) be partners to them m all the
activities related to the class.
b. Prayer Assignments:
Not only did the table leaders pray for the youth at theh tables, but they also were
called on to pray at various tunes during the ten weeks of class. Theh prayers often
helped the seventh grade youth see someone praying an extemporaneous prayer giving
them a model for theh own prayers.
c. Crowd Breaker Assignments:
Each class began with a "crowd breaking" activity. These activities helped the
class to focus on each other, build community, promote interaction and trust.
d. Testimony Assignments:
Each topic mcluded a ten to twelve minute time period when a member of the
discipleship team gave a testimony about how the topic has had an impact on theh life.
These testimonies also gave the discipleship team members a chance to practice
articulating theh faith.
e. Ultimate Joumey Assignments:
The Ulthnate Joumey is a special event that takes place on the Friday evening
before the Confumation service held the followmg Sunday morning. This event was
held m Ceta Canyon 45 mmutes from Amarillo. The seventh grade were dropped off at
the canyon rim and were taken on the Ultimate Joumey. This was a joumey back in
time a few years following the resurrection of Jesus. The discipleship team acted as
guides, Roman soldiers, faithful believers, cowardly behevers, and an angelic
welcommg committee as the youth complete The Ultimate Joumey with the visitation of
Jesus himself.
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There are many advantages to having 8th through 12th grade youth mvolved in
The Joumey.
1. Reaffirmation of theh faith - Confirmation isn't reaUy a one tune experience.
Confirmation should be an on going experience for people. Sharmg m the leadership
of this event helps these youth to practice reconfummg theh own faith.
2. Powerful Influence - Senior high youth are highly regarded by middle school
youth. Middle school youdi yearn to experience die senior high hfe-style. As senior
high youdi lead spirimally, Christianity, as a hfe-style becomes a real option for middle
school youth. They wimess the people they admhe most livmg a life-style in which
faith and a personal relationship with Jesus is central.
3. Increased Involvement - Anodier advantage of havmg senior high involved in
The Joumey is that it makes the event a "group" experience. It's not just one class diat
participates. "Confmnation" is not just for the "young kids" in die group. It is an
event to which die enthe groups looks forward. The excitement of the senior high to
lead also intensifies the motivation of the seventh grade to participate. The Joumey is a
sought after experience for all, including parents.
The Joumey to Be The One
Essential to The Joumey was the relational aspect of the leammg experience. The
tmth represented in the topics addressed is made ahve dirough the relationships that
develop between the Youdi Pastor, die Discipleship Team and the Travelers
(confirmands). The Discipleship Team became spiritual dhectors for the sevendi grade
youtii and "walked" alongside them on the ten week joumey. Each week mvolved
several intentional elements:
1. Team Praver - All were aware tiiat the Joumey was to begin with the prayers of
tiie Discipleship Team. The Travelers knew diat they were being prayed for prior to die
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class. Prayer was an essential element that under girds the entire experience. Parents
also spent time in prayer during the class.
2. The Gathering - The fust moment the Travelers arrived was considered
valuable mmistry time. The Discipleship Team spent the first ten minutes of the hour
greeting the Travelers helping them to get settled and ready for the class.
3. The Crowd Breaker - The crowd breaker was a physical experience that
helpsed all participants focus on being together for the next hour and a half. It was
designed to help build trust m the group. Each table participated m tiie crowd breaker
as a small group. The Crowd Breakers also gave the participants an opportunity to
"shake off some of the tension that had built up through out the day so that they could
be more focused.
4. Prayer - Agam prayer was made central. A prayer was lead by a different
Discipleship Team member and given to help the participants center on God's presence.
It was designed to help the participants all place then dependence upon God for the
mmistry of the class.
5. Bible Smdv and Discussion - For the next tiiuty mmutes a creative Bible smdy
on the topic of the week was lead by the Youth Pastor. It was a time for smdy and
discussion of issues. Questions were raised and discussed by everyone in the group.
The Scripmre was modeled and upheld as the standard for discerning God will for us.
6. Testunony - A testimony was then given by a different member of the
Discipleship Team each week. They talked about that topic based more on theh
experience of it, rather than a discussion of facts about it. It is unportant that the
Travelers swas that other teenagers were willing to struggle with these ideas, beliefs,
and sphitual relationships. Personahzed spiritual experiences modeled by the senior
high helped the Travelers to personahze theh faith.
7. Video - The primary theme throughout the Joumey was the challenge to
respond to God's call for each participant to "Be tiie One." The idea "Be tiie One" came
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from a song by a contemporary Christian artist by the name of Al Denson. Along with
the song he has made a powerful music video that constantly challenges the Travelers to
understand that God values them, has a plan for theh life, and wants them to
vigorously respond to being the one.
8. Worship - Later m the process of the confirmation experience the class included
one other element�worship. Worship is an unportant aspect to the YouthQuake
ministry, hi the confumation process, worship was explained and in later weeks
practiced. The intensity of the experience grew with each passing week. Worship was
appropriate as the group grew closer together and as they experienced God in a variety
of very tangible ways.
9. Prayer - The group fmally closed with prayer that was lead by one of the
Travelers. Ten u-avelers had an opportunity to pray at the conclusion of the class
experience. This gaves them an opportunity to practice what had been modeled by the
older youth.
10. Joumahng - The final element m the class experience was the response card
which gave the Travelers an opportunity to write down ten words that described theh
experience witii that topic. This was compared and contrasted with the pre-and post-
confirmation joumals, and was used as one of the primary means of observation for
this study.
Assignments
Assignments in this experience were designed to be simple. These assignments
were for the Travelers and the Disciples and any adults mvolved. At tiie parents
meetmg, parents were encouraged to participate fully in the assignments. Parents were
asked to read the two chapters each witii tiieh youtii, and to memorize tiie verses, as
well. This was to reinforce the idea that Christians were always on The Joumey. The
two assignments were the same each week:
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1. Gospel Reading - Each week the Travelers and the Disciples were requhed to
read two chapters from the Gospel of John. Theh assignment sheet m theh
JoumeyBook (see appendix) gave the specifics of each reading assignment The
Gospel accordmg to John was chosen because John not only provides the gospel story,
but also explains the meanings behind many of the events.
2. Scripture Memorization - Each week a verse was to be memorized which relates
to the topic discussed. It was highly stressed that the memorization was not to be
treated like many youth treat theh smdies: just to get by with theh exams at school and
then forgotten. These verses help believers to unitate God. They are the word and
mmd of God, and when they are in the believers mind, believers are enabled to thmk
and be how God created them to be.
The Ultimate Joumey
The confumation experience concluded with two events. The first of which was
caUed The Ultimate Journey, the second was a Confirmation Service on Sunday
moming. The Ultimate Joumey took place at a beautiful canyon. The 20 or so
youth arrived at the canyon at dusk. They are transported back in tune to 63 AD. Theh
Ulthnate Joumey took them from the Mount of Ohves (the run of the canyon), down
into Jemsalem (the Methodist camp ground, Ceta Canyon). They descended what is
appropriately called Jacob's ladder which enabled them to hike down the canyon waU.
The time hne was as follows:
Preparation
5:30 � The sound technicians arrive at Ceta Canyon to ready sound system
and hghts for the Celebration.
7:00 � YoudiiStoj^and principle characters arrive at Ceta Canyon to get set
up and wardrobe for "The Ulthnate Joumey"
7:15 � The Travelers (7th grade youth) arrive at the church. At this tune
parents head down to Ceta Canyon (Disciples wdl be ready to help
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them get parked at Ceta.) to be ready for the worship experience at
the bon fire. (Youth do not know theh parents whl be present.)
Travelers Depart
7:30 � Vans leave St. Stephen with the Confhmation Class.
8:00 � Roman soldiers are in place near the trail to the cross (Mount of
Olives).
� Andrew is in place at the cross waiting to greet the Confirmation
Class.
� Disciple escorts are in place at the cross waiting to greet the Class.
TravelersArrive at the Canyon
8:15 � Travelers arrive at the 1Q� of the Canyon. They are told to unload
and silendv hike up with the diree adult escorts along the canyon rim
trad to the cross. Of course along the way they wiU notice the
Roman soldiers. The Roman soldiers will "look over" die class
from a distance but wiU not mteract widi diem at all. (After the
Travelers pass, the Soldiers wiU hike over to the vans and then
proceed to theh next position, to be ready for die Confumation
Class when they arrived down in "Jemsalem."
� Andrew greets die believers who have arrived and then goes mto his
instmctions. In this midst of his instmctions the "believers" are
given robes to wear to help them blend in with the crowds. They
are then divided into three groups. The three adult escorts will
quiedy divide "the believers" into the pre-determmed groups. Widi
Andrew's benediction prayer the fust group leaves. Followed by
the other two groups at five minute intervals.
8:30 � The Travelers have divided into three groups. Each group will have
one adult escort and two to three discipleship team escorts. They
will descend slowly down the face of the canyon wall, quiedy. The
escorts need to help everyone to be quiet and careful. Everyone
helps everyone! Only adults and disciples have flashlights.
� Roman Soldiers are m theh place ready to confront the three groups
as they arrive in Jemsalem.
� The Pharisees are in theh place ready to confront the three groups as
diey arrive near die "Temple" (the tabemacle).
TravelersArrive in Jerusalem
8:45 � Roman soldiers begin to confront each group (spaced 5 min. apart).
The Roman soldiers smgle out one of the senior high disciples and
accuse him of bemg a "behever." The senior high disciple who is
singled out humbly acknowledges that he can not deny that Jesus is
the Messiah. He proclaims that Jesus is his Savior and Lord. At
that point the soldiers violentiy grab that person, beat hhn, and then
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drag him off. The group quietly walks away during the skhmish.
This is repeated with the other two Traveler groups.
8:55 � The Pharisees begin to confront each group (still spaced 5 min.
apart). The Pharisees single out the other senior high disciple and
accuse him/her of bemg a "believer". The senior high subtly, but
clearly denies being a behever. Then looks at the theh group of
Travelers, looks down in shame, and then mns off.
� The Pharisees then take the Travelers to a "holding area" just in case
they can prove these people are followers of the "false" messiah,
Jesus. After the other two groups arrive they are released for "lack
of evidence", and wamed to forget about Jesus.
� The Pharisees mn off (to the bon fhe to teU the groups to start
singing "All m All".
The Travelers Arrive to Worship
9:10 � The Confhmation Class, now one large group, is led by the escorts
to the bon fire area. They are greeted by the fellowship smging "All
in AU."
9:20 � John speaks.
9:30 � Sing two more choruses.
9:35 � Peter speaks.
9:45 � Peter holds up the bread. Then breaks it. Jesus speaks (stUl in the
shadows) over the sound system the words of consecration "this is
my body.. .this is my blood...". Choruses wiU be sung as the
Communion is served.
9:50 � Music is cued and begun (Michael W. Smitii's Agnus Dei) Jesus
then appears to tiie gathermg iUumined by spot hghts. He gives us
the great commission to "Be the One."
9:55 � All smg "Step by Step", tiien close with a prayer and dismiss.
Ten disciples use flashhghts to help dhect tiie congregation to theh cars.
Confirmation Service
The Confirmation Services each year are a very special experience for Saint
Stephen Church especiaUy since so many people have been included in the confhmation
experience. The Travelers are honored in a very special way. The songs, the specials,
the message, and a service a laying on hands is in honor of them.
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Parents come to stand with their Travelers, and place their hands upon their
children as the youth verbally confirm their personal experience ofmeeting Jesus m a
personal way. Others who have akeady given thek hfe to Christ, take the opportunity
of the Confhmation experience to reconfirm theh faith in Jesus and theh commitment to
be the one.
Data Collection
Instmmentation
Three mstmments ere used to gather data from the experience.
(1) The Sphimal Well-bemg Scale developed by Raymond F. Paloutzian and
Craig W. Ellison was an objective measure of the spirimal weU-being of the
participants. The scale was given as a pre-test prior to the first class meeting, and as a
post-test following the last class meetmg. The results were then calculated and reported
within this smdy.
(2) The participant joumal was a second instmment for data gathermg. It included
three components. This joumal was made up of response cards handed out at the
conclusion of each class.
a. A pre-class journal was written by each of the participants on subjects relating
to the class experience, durmg the fhst meetmg. This joumal gave them an opportunity
to reflect on general perceptions of the own sphituahty.
The efficacy of the question were dependent upon theh brevity and shnplichy. The
Travelers were encouraged to hst ten words that were m response to the question or
statement Each youth was given the option to write as much as they deshed in
narrative form as well. The pre-class journal included the followmg operational
questions.
1. List ten words you would use to describe how God impacts your hfe.
2. List ten words you would use to describe how Jesus impacts your life.
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3. List ten words that you would use to describe the how the Holy Spuit impacts
your life.
4. List ten words that you would use to describe how Saint Stephen Church
impacts your life.
5. List ten words that you would use to describe a Christian.
b. A mid-joumal was kept during the process of the class experience by each
member for each class gathering. Topics were specific. Participants were also
encouraged to write about general perceptions of theh own sphimahty in narrative
form. The joumalmg process took place at the conclusion of the Joumey class time.
These joumahng statements began with the second meeting. The operational questions,
one per week, were as follows:
1. List ten words you would use to describe how "God" impacts your Hfe.
2. List ten words you would use to describe how "sin" impacts your life.
3. List ten words you would use to describe how "Jesus" impacts your life.
4. List ten words you would use to describe how the "Holy Spirit" impacts your
life.
5. List ten words you would use to describe how "The Bible" impacts your life.
6. List ten words you would use to describe how "Saint Stephen Church"
impacts your hfe.
7. List ten words you would use to describe how God's "spiritual gifts" impact
your life.
8. List ten words you would use to describe how "The CaU" hnpacts your
life.
c. A post-class joumal was written by each of the participants on the same
subjects they wrote about m theh pre-class joumal. The Travelers gathered on Sunday
aftemoon foUowing the Confmnation Service for the purpose of completing the post-
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class jomnal and debriefing about the experience. The following operational statements
were then given m addition to tiie origmal five statements:
1. List five or more words you would use to describe how the Senior High have
impacted you during tiie Joumey.
2. List five or more words you would use to describe how the youth lead prayers
have impacted you during the Joumey.
3. List five or more words you would use to describe how the opening activities
have impacted your during tiie Joumey.
4. List five or more words you would use to describe how the Bible smdies have
impacted you during the Joumey.
5. List five or more words you would use to describe how the "Pop Quizzes"
have impacted you during the Joumey.
6. List five or more words you would use to describe how the "Testimonies" have
impacted you during the Joumey.
7. List five or more words you would use to describe how the video "Be tiie One"
has impacted you during the Joumey.
8. List five or more words you would use to describe how the Ultimate Joumey
has impacted you.
9. List five or more words you would use to describe how the Confirmation
Service has impacted you.
The tiiree components of the participant joumal were compared and contrasted to
provide some data of the participant's subjective understandmg of tiieh confhmation
experience.
Procedure
The class agreed to the covenant mcluded m tiie confirmation material. For the
purposes of this project, the class met for one and a half hours once each week for ten
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weeks. The Sphitual Well-bemg instmment was given to the members of the class at
the begmnmg and end of The Joumey experience. At the conclusion of each class a
minimum of ten mmutes was provided to enable the class members to make entries on
theh response cards.
The Material
The confmnation material provided ten weeks of class study material. The material
is entitied, "The Joumey to Be tiie One," and is developed by Kurt Oheim.
Data Analysis
Sphitual Well-bemg Scale is described by its autiiors as "a general mdicator of
weU-being...for mdividual and congregational sphituahty." The Sphitual WeU-bemg
Scale was tiie objective measure of tiie class's impact on the sphitual formation of the
participants. This data analysis was based on work provided by Ellison and Paloutzian.
Participant joumals of each class member were compared and contrasted based on
theh entries in tiie pre-class joumal, class joumal and post-class joumal. It was
understood that this material would be highly subjective. Personal perception of one's
spiritual formation, albeit subjective, was significant and unportant data relevant to the
purpose of this project.
Evaluative Process
(1) Evaluation of the experience tiuough tiie objective measure - Upon completion
of tiie ten week class, the objective measure (Sphitual WeU-being Scale) was
admmistered and completed m tiie midst of tiie fust class foUowmg the procedures
developed by the autiiors of tiie instmment. Results were recorded and reported within
the study.
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(2) Evaluation of the adolescents perceptions ofGod through die participant
joumals - Individual responses were coded by five individuals. The results were
recorded and reported witiim this study.
(3) Interaction with the Research Phase - Fmally, die author of this study reflected
on die results of diis smdy with the current research that was avadable in the literature
regarding sphimal formation among adolescents in the class.
The Significance of the Mediod
As mentioned early m this chapter, die prhnary function of this material was to
promote formation, rather dian just disseminating mformation. The main thmst of the
methodology was die buddmg of relationships based in the infalhble tmdi of die Bible.
The Bible, mcamate in vibrant relationships, encourages more than just the learning of
information about God and faidi. As the Word of God, it causes creation and
formation to occur as the participants open diemselves to the incamate relationships.
The observation of the process was significant for the youth ministry of Saint
Stephen because diere is a heartfelt deshe on die part of die adult volunteers to facihtate
spmtual formation among the middle school youth and senior high youth.
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Chapter 4
OBSERVING THE JOURNEY
On February 16, 1994 the Confmnation Class of St. Stephen began with 18
seventh grade youth who participated as travelers, and 20 senior high youth who
participated as part of the discipleship team. The content of this chapter is based on
joumal entries made on the part of the travelers and the results of the SphitualWell-
being Survey given to the participants on Febmary 16, 1994 and April 24, 1994.
Indications of Spirimal Formation
as Observed through the Joumals
The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate the data in an attempt to get a picmre of
the spirimal formation that may have taken place during this specific project among the
individuals involved.
The Specific Stages and Simations
As Primarv Indicators
The specific stage and situation that informed diis process of observation was
Fowler's thhd stage of faith, Syndietic-Conventional Faitii, and Gillespie's
Personalized Faidi situation. The key statement from Fowler relating to this stage and
situation is "the recognition that the adolescent's religious hunger is for a God who
knows, accepts and confhms the self deeply, and who serves as an infinite guarantor of
die self.." (Stages 153).
The Approach for Analvsis
There were two attempts at analysis. One attempt was made to observe die joumal
entries by placmg them in one of two psychological or relational categories that would
focus on the "personahzmg" of theh relationship widi God (Gdlespie 127). The two
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categories were "personal" and "impersonal." This observation attempted to note if the
frequency of personal adjectives and phrases increased over the course of the Joumey.
The assumption here was that a higher frequency of personal adjectives and phrases
could be an indicator that these mid-adolescents were experiencing that Personahzing
Faith simation or the Synthetic-Conventional Faith stage and thus are experiencing
sphitual formation.
The attempt to differentiate between "personal" and "unpersonal" for vocabulary
used in the Traveler's joumals was not successful. This process was confirmed in
consultation with linguist. Dr. Garrett Welsh, of West Texas A & M University. Dr.
Welsh felt the idea had merit, but the implementation was not precise enough to make
the comparison of words based specifically on the categories of "personal" and
"impersonal" useful. In all, 544 words were logged by the Travelers m theh joumals.
These words were placed in a data base and were ordered by date and by the question
they were addressing. There was an attempt made by Dr. Welsh and the author of this
project to categorize words in some fashion thatmight provide some meaningful data.
Dr. Welsh reported that the vocabulary used by the youth seemed to be too "aU
encompassing to be specifically helpful" (Welsh). Dr. Welsh suggested that to analyze
the data based on the two categories requhed a more complex and specific form of
"narrative" joumalmg that related more to social relationships.
It seems that it was mappropriate to attempt to categorize die words using
psychological or relational concepts when the words were given in a spiritual or
theological context. The study was not addressmg social development widi friends and
family, rather it was specifically focusing on a relationship that is much more
descriptive in theological terms. This reahzation facihtated a change in categories that
were much more appropriate to the study, and were hiherent to die theoretical base of
this project.
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The approach, therefore, used to analyze the vocabulary, mvolved differentiating
words as they reflected an understanding of God relationally as "unmanent" or as
"transcendent." Due to the dichotomous distmctions diat are being made here between
"transcendence" and "immanence" it is hnportant to state a caution. Thomas Oden
warns concerning the misuse of these categories, "The unhmited presence, knowledge,
and mfluence of God has often been summarized in a single idea: transcendence. Yet
transcendence has sometimes been inordinately asserted of God so as to neglect the
divine immanence...God is the utterly transcendent One who has nonedieless
incomparably present m our midst" (Oden A 81). Full care, therefore, should be taken
in the examination of the vocabulary words that reflect the Travelers' ideas about God.
This caution wdl become hnportant, because one of the findmgs reflects a very positive
perception of the transcendence of Jesus among the adolescents m this study. A more
thorough summary of this will be presented later in diis chapter.
Methodologv ofCategorizing References
to God
All questions that referred to God, Jesus and die Holy Spirit were typed into a data
base. Each word was numbered and linked to one of nine questions about God. The
nine questions were composed of three pre-joumal questions,three mid-joumal
questions, and three post-joumal questions. After all the words were compded, the
words were categorized based on die definitions m the precedmg paragraph by five
people independentiy. The four of the five who categorized die words were youth
workers who also serve on the Congregation Response Group for this project: Clay
AUen, Ahsa Bradley, Lloyd Brown, and Greg Houlette. The fifdi person to categorize
the words was Deanna Simpson, Dhector ofChristian Education for Saint Stephen
who holds an M.A. from Asbury Theological Seminary. The words were placed on
cards and shuffled for each person categorizing. Each person was given the written
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definition of hnmanent and transcendent as found m Chapter 1. The words that did not
clearly fit in either category were discarded. Words that were placed mto either
category by four of the five were considered valid for this study.
(1)1 (immanence) which is a word that reflected an mtimate, relational aspect of
God.
(2) T (transcendence) which is a word that reflects the less relational, more awe-
inspiring, omnipotent "othemess" of God.
Of the 544 words used to respond to the questions, 62 words were discarded and
482 words were categorized by four of the five people chosen to place the joumal
words into categories. The resluts are as follows:
TABLE 1
Words reported as percentages
Immanent (n) Transcendent (n) Total (n)
Jesus
God
Pre-Joumal
Mid-Journal
Post-Journal
Pre-Joumal
Mid-Journal
Post-Joumal
Holy Spirit
Pre-Joumal
Mid-Journal
Post-Joumal
% OF TOTAL WORDS
60.71% 51
88.50% 77
70.00% 56
80.00% 32
91.48% 43
58.33% 14
84.37% 27
91.66% 55
89.20% 25
38.67% 33
11.49% 10
30.00% 24
20.00% 8
8.51% 4
41.66% 10
15.62%
8.33%
10.71%
5
5
3
84
87
80
40
47
24
32
60
28
482
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The pre-, mid-, and post-joumal questions about God, Jesus, and the Holy Sphit
were the primary questions this particular observation focused upon. On three
occasions the youth were given an opportunity to make entries in a joumal describing
how God, Jesus, and the Holy Sphit had impacted theh hfe. A total of 482 words were
used m the pre-, mid-, and post-joumals. Of the 84 words responding to the pre-
joumal question about God 51 (61.71%) words were descriptive ofGod as immanent,
33 (38.67% ) were descriptive ofGod as transcendent. Of the 87 words used to
describe God in the mid-joumal 77 (88.50%) words were descriptive ofGod as
immanent, and 10 (1 1.49%) were descriptive ofGod as transcendent. Of the 89 words
recorded for the post-joumal about God, 56 (70.00%) words were descriptive of God
as immanent, 24 (30.00%) were descriptive ofGod as transcendent. The percentage of
words used to described God as immanent increased by 9.29 points, while the
percentage of words used to describe God as transcendent decreased by 8.67 pomts.
The spread m the pre-joumal between the percentages in the two categories was 22.04
points. The spread in die post-joumal was 40.00 points. . The spread from the pre-
joumal to die mid-joumal was 77.01 pomts, perhaps reflectmg an intense response due
to the proxhnity of the experience. Observmg die more moderated responses of the
pre- and post-joumals, it is possible that these numbers may indicate that the Travelers
were beginning to experience "a hunger...for a God who knows, accepts and
confhms..." them.
There could be several explanations for die propensity of die Travelers toward
making more hnmanent references dian transcendent: (1) the evangehcal theology and
casual mediod of worship and church culture of Saint Stephen, (2) the constant
reference to the relational aspects of God rather than the transcendmg aspects of God at
Saint Stephen, and (3) the focus on relationship buddmg withm the ten weeks of The
Journey. Also one of the methods used in die Joumey was that of senior high youth
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mtentionally disciplmg the midschool youth. Gillespie describes how these mentoring
relationships work:
The use of youths to disciple other youths is most effective in clarifying what
the faith experience really is. Adolescents helpmg adolescents see God is a
powerful wimess. Through discussions about heritage and belonging,
adolescents can feel a part of the movement of faith. If exposure to other's
definitions of the faith hfe and personal answers to questions about God are
hnportant to leammg about God, then what better source of information than the
personal experience of other adolescents. (142)
The foUowmg detaUs represent the percentages of the words that were placed in the
various categories from the nme questions that dealt specifically with the person of
God. With each question there was an increase m the percentage of the use of
hnmanent over transcendent with one exception. The pre- and post-joumal relatmg to
the person of Jesus reflected a significant change m the perception of Jesus. The pre-
joumal spread between Jesus as hnmanent (80.00%) or as transcendent (20.00%) was
60.00 points. The post-joumal spread between Jesus as immanent (58.33%) or as
transcendent (41.66%) was 16.67 pomts. The gap between the two relational concepts
closed by 43.33 points.
Though it would be highly speculative to try definitively to explain the difference,
this result deserves some reflection. One possible explanation could be that the youth
began to see God in general as more personal, and Jesus specifically less as "a buddy"
and more as a Lord and Savior. This perhaps could indicate that these early
adolescents are beginning to understand Jesus as God, rather than just as a human
bemg. The youth, during theh childhood, experience stories heavUy humanizing
Jesus. These stories help chUdren to understand the love of God, through the
tendemess of Jesus as an infant, a young boy, and a healer who walks among the
people. Yet, according to Scripture and the wealth of orthodox tradition, Jesus is botii
fully human and fully God, which is a very difficult concept to grasp. With the
emergence out of concrete operational tiiought toward formal operational thought, the
early adolescents may have been primed to understand God in a new way. Previously
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divergent perceptions ofGod and Jesus, dierefore, could be merging and givmg these
adolescents a more complete and mature concept ofGod and Jesus. If these
interpretations are accurate tiiey would be descriptive of youth "receivmg.. .and
appropriating...the hving Christ."
The responses relating to the Holy Sphit basically paralleled the responses m
relation to God. Of die 32 words responding to die pre-joumal question about die Holy
Sphit, 27 (84.37%) were descriptive of the Holy Sphit as hnmanent, 5 (15.62%) were
descriptive of the Holy Sphit as transcendent. Of the 60 words used to describe die
Holy Spmt in die mid-joumal, 55 (91.66%) were descriptive of the Holy Spmt as
immanent, and 5 (8.33%) were descriptive of die Holy Sphit as transcendent. Of die
28 words used to describe die Holy Spmt m die post-joumal, 25 (89.20%) were
descriptive of die Holy Sphit as hnmanent, and 3 (10.71%) were descriptive of the
Holy Sphit as transcendent. The increase in die spread between the pre- (68.75 points)
and post-joumal (78.49 pomts) was indicitave of the results witii the responses toward
the God questions, and the mid-joumal spead (83.33 pomts) also reflected an intensity
related to the proximity to the session on the Holy Sphit.
Indications of Sphimal Formation as
Observed through tiie SWBS
The second tool used to measure sphitual formation was the SphitualWell-being
Scale. The followmg are the authors' own concise description of the scale:
The Sphimal WeU-bemg Scale (SWBS) is a 20-item self-report mstmment witii
two subscales. The Religious Well-being (RWB) subscale contains 10 items which
refer to God and assess the vertical dimension of spirituality. The Existential Well-
being (EWB) subscale includes 10 items which measure a horizontal dimension of
weU-being in relation to the world about us, mcluding a sense of life purpose and hfe
satisfaction.
Each item is rated on a six-point modified LUcert scale from Strongly Agree to
Strongly Disagree, with no mid-pomt. About half of the items are worded m a reversed
dhection to mmimize the role of response sets (Bufford, Paloutzian, and Elhson 57).
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The data provided with the SWB Scale resource material did not include results
relatmg to mid- or late-adolescents. Results from the SWB Scale from other youth
groups may give an indication of how the nnd- and late-adolescent youth mvolved in
The Joumey compare.
TABLE 6
Comparison Data
Rehgious Group N Mean SD Median Mode
St. Stephen 7th Grade pre- 16 97.00 8.3 97 n/a
St Stephen 7th Grade post- 16 105.75 10.0 103 n/a
St. Stephen Senior High pre- 12 93.58 9.8 94 n/a
St. Stephen Senior High post- 12 98.75 7.9 98 n/a
Alliance 330 103.00 12.30 105.0 115
Assembly of God 41 109.88 1158 n/a n/a
UnitedMethodist 32 99.09 13.48 n/a n/a
Bom Again 143 108.13 11.08 n/a n/a
Unitarians 45 82.81 15.02 n/a n/a
Non-Christians 17 70.47 17.89 n/a n/a
By far the samples (N) from this project are the smallest in comparison with other
samples provided by the authors of the Spiritual Well-bdng Scale. Though it would be
inappropriate to info- that there was an absolute change from the pre- to the post-test,
the numbers may mdicate some kind of change. Specific results from the scale are
worth noting:
Existoitial Well-bdng Scale Resuhs
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The range for the ExistentialWell-bemg scale is zero to sixty. Sixty reflects the
highest sense of existential weU-being as measured by the scale. The measurements of
the existential weU bemg for the mid-adolescents during the pre-test had a mean value
of 47.25. The measurements of the existential weU-being for the mid-adolescents
during the post-test had a mean value of 51.25. The mean increased by a value of 4.00
from the pre-test to the post-test. Though the increase was too minimal to make a
strong statement that "the Joumey" had an effect, it could mdicate that the Joumey m
general was a positive experience rather than a negative one m relation to the overaU
existential well-bemg of the 16 mid-adolescent youth. The joumal entries as aheady
reviewed could indicate that The Joumey was a positive experience specifically
hnpactmg the overall existential well bemg of the mid-adolescent group.
For comparison, the senior high youth participating had a mean of 45.33 as the
result of theh pre-test, and a mean of 47.00 as a result of theh post-test. A statistically
nommal difference of 1.67 was the measurement of theh existential well-bemg.
With the small numbers involved in this study it is precarious, at best, to interpret
these numbers. Existential weU-being measures perceptions of the world and
perceptions concerning one's life purpose. Adolescents experience significant changes
m theh existential perceptions as noted by Erik Erikson m Childhood and Societv.
Erikson appropriately identifies an "identity crisis" on the part of adolescents.
Existential crisis could be considered "normal" particularly in tight of the hteramre
pertaming to diis area. What may be hnportant is that during the process of the Joumey
there was not a significant decrease m the EWB of die early-adolescents and mid-
adolescent youdi. Since fluctuation of adolescents' self-esteem and self-concept is
quite normal, perhaps the ten week period of an intentional relational discipleship
experience may have provided a stable envhonment of support and encouragement, but
there is no way that the current data could prove diis.
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If there is any accuracy to the EWB scale m relation to the adolescents m this study
it is possible that the early-adolescents experienced affirmation and relationship that had
a positive hnpact on theh existential well-bemg. After all, the early-adolescents were
the focal point of the attention given by senior high youth.
Rehgious Well-bemg Scale Results
The range for the Religious Well-bemg scale is also zero to sixty. As with tiie
EWB, sixty reflects the highest sense of well-bemg accordmg to tiie scale. The
measurements of the rehgious well-bemg for tiie early-adolescents during tiie pre-test
had a mean value of 49.38. The measurements of tiie rehgious well-being for the early-
adolescents during tiie post-test had a mean value of 54.50. The mean mcreased by a
value of 5.12 from the pre-test to the post-test
For comparison, the senior high youtii participating had a mean of 48.25 as tiie
result of theh pre-test, and a mean of 52.58 as a resuh of tiieh post-test, a difference of
4.33.
The differences for tiie Rehgious WeU-bemg were somewhat greater than the
differences in tiie Existential WeU-bemg. Obviously, the focus for tiie ten weeks was
intensely sphimal. It is possible for an adolescent in the group to have had a bad
couple of weeks emotionaUy which might adversely affect his or her EWB, while not
affecting the RWB due to tiie positive sphimal envhonment of The Joumey.
Sphimal WeU-bemg Scale Results
The results of tiie Sphitual WeU-bemg Scale provided results tiiat reflected a
greater range from the pre-test to die post-test The range of difference witii tiie mid-
adolescents was 8.75. The range of difference with the late-adolescents was 5.17. The
scores reflect some kind of change in the personal perceptions of tiiose who
participated. The overall pre-test score for the mid-adolescents was 97.00 while the
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post score was 105.75. The overall pre-test mean score for the late-adolescent, senior
highs was 93.58 while the post-score was 98.75. The figure below provides a visual
comparison of die SWBS scores for the Senior High and Middle-school youth. The
blue section visually represents the increase in the pre- and post- SWBS scores for the
senior high disdpleship team. The red section represents the increase m the pre- and
post- SWBS scores for the middle school travelCTs.
HGURE 1
Visual Comparison of SWBS Pre- & Post-Scores
Pre- Post-
Test Test
Summarv ofResults
It can be said that catam trends m the data provide information diat may rend^
an ema"ging picture ofwhat spiritual growth looks like in mid-adolesc^ts. Taken
as is, the data suggests that the early-adolescait's vocabulary relatmg to God
moved toward sedng God mcreasingly more as immanent from the beginning of
the confirmation process to the end. The data also suggests that the only exception
was the early -adolescents vocabulary about Jesus which saw a significant
moderation between die two ideas of inunanoice and transcendence.
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Data from the Spiritual Well-being Scale suggests a specific 8.75 increase of
sphimal weU-being ratmg from 97.00 to 105.75 based on a scale of 120. At the very
least the sphitual weU-being of the group remained positive, at best the spiritual well-
being of the group increased m the midst of the confmnation experience.
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Chapter 5
SUMMARY AND INTERPRETATION
The unportance of Spiritual Formation among mid-adolescents cannot be
overstated. Even though there has been peripheral research in the areas of
developmental psychology, moral development and of faith stages and faith simations,
the smdy of adolescent sphimal development demands more attention.
Lhnitations of the Smdv
Each year from mid-Febmary du-ough the end of April, forty or so adolescents
gather to experience an important joumey m dieh faidi. This joumey involves many
aspects and has shown great potential to help adolescents at Saint Stephen Church to
grow SphimaUy. To know what spiritual formation looks like and to promote it are
central to an effective youth mmistry. Was sphimal formation observed tiirough the
instmments of tiiis smdy? If the data is accurate, the answer is yes. The material wUl
hopefully encourage other work in the area of adolescent spiritual formation.
More Ouestions
Due to the lhnitations of tiie study many questions remain to be answered. Some
include: (1) to what degree did growth occur m individuals as well as m the group, (2)
what impact did extemal factors have on the experience, and (3) how was this
experience different for those who were "reared in the Lord" and tiiose whose faith
experience is quite new? The shnphcity of this research project doesn't lend itself to
answer questions with higher degrees of complexity.
Other projects could lend themselves to foUowmg youth who have tiioroughly
experienced earher faith stages and situations contrasting witii those whose only
nurtured faith stage is Fowler's Synthetic-Conventional Stage, and GiUespie 's
Personahzed Faith situation.
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This study also suggests possibilities for a study that would encompass observing
an enthe year of sphimal fomiation in the hves of mid-adolescents. For instance, how
do the peek events of sphitual formation (camps, retreats, etc.) mterplay with the more
routme experiences (weekly Bible smdies, Sunday School, etc.) throughout the year.
These questions among many others need to be addressed in similar studies.
Joumaling and die Sphimal Well-being Scale
The joumalmg process for diis project was an adequate begmnmg, but it also
shows that more can be done to get a more accurate picture of adolescent sphimal
formation. This specific joumalmg process did not attempt to differentiate how the
youth intended theh vocabulary to be used. It merely categorized the vocabulary words
based on the words reflecting God's immanence or God's transcendence. Assumptions
were made about the definitions of the words which to some degree hmited the results,
leaving the outcome to be more speculative.
In regards to die Sphimal WeU-bemg Scale, diere was no collateral data on scores
from other adolescent populations provided with the SWBS material. The authors state
that age and gender have htde hnpact on the results, but that may assume that the
population involved is a more static, adult population. Adolescent development is very
dynamic (Stages 158), and may requhe die scale to be fine tuned to adolescents.
Reviews of the SWBS have also made shnUar suggestions (Ledbetter et al 49). It
would be helpful, therefore, to be able to contrast the score of the mid-adolescents at
Saint Stephen widi the score of odier youth groups who have experienced a significant
faith event lUce the Joumey, a youth retreat, or summer camp.
Evaluation and Interpretation of die Data
The data did provide mformation diat is valuable. The categories of hnmanent and
transcendent seemed to work well widi the vocabulary used by the youth. It is
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hnportant to mention that the youth themselves may not be able to articulate the nuances
between the ideas of God as immanent or transcendent, but theh words did seem to
reveal basic understandings of God as near (relational, compassionate) or "other"
(omnipotent, goveming).
The general trend of the vocabulary toward immanent was not a surprise. Saint
Stephen is a very casual church that tends to communicate more about the immanent
aspects of God than the transcendent. This trend toward using vocabulary that reflected
an understanding as hnmanent increased in the post-joumaling and was strong in the
three sessions that focused on God, Jesus and the Holy Spirit. The only exception was
a significant balancing of the two ideas in the post-joumal question relating to Jesus.
The pre-joumal spread between Jesus as hnmanent (74.41%) or as transcendent
(18.60%) was 55.81 points. The post-joumal spread between Jesus as immanent
(53.84) or as transcendent (38.46%) was 15.38 points. The gap between these two
ideas closed by 40.43 points. It is hnpossible to give a specific reason for this change
due to the hmitations of this smdy, but it is apparent the youth experienced some
changes in theh understanding of God and in theh understanding of the person of
Jesus.
In relation to die Sphitual Well-bemg scale the increase of from 97.00 to 105.75,
an increase of 8.75 suggested growth in the sphitual weU-being of die group as a
whole. An interestmg factor is the score that was generated by the senior high on this
scale. The senior high increase was 5.17, somewhat less that the mid-school. The
senior high range was lower than the range of die mid-school youth, 93.58 for the pre
test and 98.75 for the post test. Since the senior high youth, in this specific group,
have had more peek sphitual events and have been a part of the youth group longer,
one might think diat dieh score would have started higher dian the mid-school
Travelers. The group senior high mean score was 3.42 points lower than the mid-
school pre-test score. The group senior high mean score was 7.00 below the mid-
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school youth in the post-test score. It would be interesting to look at these numbers
and interview the senior high in some way that could explain the lower numbers.
How Current Findings Fit mto Related Literature
The key description of Spmtual Formation that has mformed this project is from
the work of Maxie Dunnam. Spirimal Formation is "that dynamic process of receiving
through faith and appropriating through commitment, disciphne, and action, the living
Christ into our own hfe to the end that our life will conform to, and manifest the reahty
ofChrist's presence m the world." As has been noted earlier, sphitual formation
involves two dimensions: receiving and appropriating and conforming to and
manifesting. Can it be said that the youth received something from theh experience on
The Journey! The SWBS and the joumal vocabulary may mdicate that these particular
youth did receive a sphimal experience that had an impact m theh hves. Were they
actuaUy receivmg "through faith and appropriating through commitment, discipline, and
action, die hving Christ?" This study does provide indications that the sphitual well-
being was influenced during the ten week period of The Joumey. The experience also
seems to have an hnpact on the youths' perceptions of the neamess ofGod, and of die
balance between Jesus as a friend who walks with them as Savior, and as Lord who
dispenses judgment and grace.
The substantive work of Fowler and Gillespie suggested diat youth experiencing
the Synthetic-Conventional Stage and Personahzed Faith situation could reflect "the
recognition that the adolescent's religious hunger is for a God who knows, accepts and
confirms the self deeply, and who serves as an infinite guarantor of the self..." (Stages
153). The joumal vocabulary seems to address diis, if one is to perceive die
hnmanence of God as God being near. The vocabulary clearly intensifies in its
description ofGod as near. Could this indicate that these youth are reflectmg a
"religious hunger for God who knows, accepts, and confhms?" Perhaps. Again, the
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hmitations of this smdy provide a picture of changing perceptions appearing to mdicate
an mcrease toward God as near, but the project was not set up to definitively prove,
one way or another, that spiritual formation has actually occurred. This study is an
observation that may provide some research that could assist other projects that smdy
adolescent sphitual formation.
Possible Applications Based on the Research
The substance of this work has aheady been useful in apphcations beyond its
context of a doctoral dissertation. The foUowmg examples have been and wUl be areas
ofwork in which this smdy has been clearly apphcable:
(1) Parent seminars: Parents deshe to know and understand theh children. On
several occasions, seminars, based on this work, have been presented to parents at St.
Stephen, in other area churches, and for denominational events relating to the spuitual
growth of adolescent youth.
(2) Youth Worker Trainmg Seminars: On three occasions this work was the basis
for seminars designed to train youth workers m spiritual formation and m methods for
discipling adolescent youth.
(3) Confirmation Class: The primary apphcation of this material has been to
provide the basis for material and a method for a confirmation class which is caUed The
Joumev. This experience has developed mto a high point for the youUi of Samt
Stephen.
(4) Further research: Further research wiU be hnplemented with the youth of Saint
Stephen in the area of spirimal formation. In Febmary of 1995 a new Joumey will
begm. The tools and measurement scales of this project wUl be used to gather more
mformation about sphitual formation.
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(5) Other research: The material m this work may provide data and information
that could provide some help to odier research m the area of adolescent spiritual
formation.
Conclusion
The lives of the adolescent youth m die youth group at Saint Stephen are precious
and valuable to God, as well as to this youth pastor. To help them to grow sphitually
is to give them a relationship diat wdl help them to experience die adventure of hvmg,
and to give them the tools to face die great sphitual and relational challenges that they
will face (and are facmg). This relationship is, of course, a relationship with Jesus, die
Son of God. The giving and receiving from theh growing, dynamic relationship with
Jesus wdl help them to be strong people of God. Theh appropriatmg theh faith into die
fabric of theh hves will help them to be mfluential and effective people for God. It is
the hope that this research is only the beginnmg of anodier joumey diat helps people
understand adolescents so that die body ofChrist might help more adolescents to
experience the saving grace of Jesus, and to grow in that grace that has set them free.
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APPENDIX A
SpiritualWell-being Scale
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SWB SCALE
For each of the followmg statements circle the choice that best indicates the extent of your agreement or
disagreement as it describes yotu" personal experience:
SA = Strongly Agree D = Disagree
MA = Moderately Agree MD = Moderately Disagree
A = Agree SD = Strongly Disagree
1. I don't find much satisfaction in private prayer with God. SA MA A D MD SD
2. I don't know who I am, where I came from,
or where I am gomg.
SA MA A D MD SD
3. 1 beheve that God loves me and cares about me. SA MA A D MD SD
4. I feel that hfe is a positive experience. SA MA A D MD SD
5. I believe that God is impersonal and not interested in
my daily situations.
SA MA A D MD SD
6. I feel unsettied about my fumre. SA MA A D MD SD
7. I have a personaUy meaningful relationship with God. SA MA A D MD SD
8. I feel very fulfilled and satisfied with life. SA MA A D MD SD
9. I don't get much personal strength and support
from my God.
SA MA A D MD SD
10. I feel a sense of well-bemg about the dhection
my life is headed in.
SA MA A D MD SD
11. I beheve that God is concemed about my problems. SA MA A D MD SD
12. I don't enjoy much about hfe. SA MA A D MD SD
13. I don't have a personally satisfying relationship with God. SA MA A D MD SD
14. I feel good about my future. SA MA A D MD SD
15. My relationship with God helps me not to feel guilty. SA MA A D MD SD
16. I feel tiiat life is full of conflict and unhappmess. SA MA A D MD SD
17. I feel most fulfilled when I'm in close communion
with God.
SA MA A D MD SD
18. Life doesn't have much meaning. SA MA A D MD SD
19. My relation with God contributes to my sense of well-being. SA MA A D MD SD
20. I beheve there is some real purpose for my hfe. SA MA A D MD SD
SWB Scale Copyright c 1982 by Craig W. Wlhson and Raymond F. Paloutzian. All rights reserved. Not to be
dupUcated unless express written permission is granted by the authors of Life Advance, Inc., 81 Front St., Nyack,
NY.
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APPENDIX B
Discipleship Team and Guidehnes
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Disciples' Schedule for Confirm Day #1
Wednesday, Febmary 16, 1994
5:45PM - Discipleship Team Gathers for Prayer
6:(X)PM - Gathering, every Discipleship team member greets the Travelers as they enter. You talk
with them not with each other. Be enthusiastic, remember God is working through you!
They need your encouragement.
6: 10PM - Crowd Breaker, "How' s Yours" In the Gym
Table members sit in a circle. "It" is escorted back into the Friendship room while the group
decides on a noun or a thing each has and will describe when asked by it, "How's yours?" For
instance if the object is shoe. Someone may answer, white, athletic, black, duty, new, etc.
From the answers the person has to guess what the object is.
6:25PM - Begin with a prayer circled up as tables. Disciple Praying
Discipleship team member prays, givmg God the next hour to meet us, be with us, to break
down any walls and to show Hiniself to each one of us.
6:30PM - What is Confmnation? Kurt
POP Quiz. Travelers will get a 10 minute discussion about what Confirmation is, and what
it is not. Expectations will be discussed. Assigimients will be discussed. Covenant will be
filled out and signed. Bibles and notebooks will be handed out.
6:40PM - The Walk to Emmaus: The Word At tables, discussion leader Kurt Oheim
6:55PM - The Walk To Emmaus: My Own Story At tables, discussion leader Kurt Oheim
7:10PM - My Confirmation Experience Testimony by
Your task here is to talk about how yotu" life was impacted by your confmnation experience
last year. How has your life changed? How has your relationship with Jesus changed? Feel
free to use personal examples or experiences!
7:15PM - General Confmnation QuestionsAt tables, discussion leader
7:25PM - BE THE ONE Video hiti^oduction to the Theme
7:29PM - Close with Prayer - Holding hands as Tables Disciple
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Disciples' Schedule for Confirm Day #2
Wednesday, Febmary 23, 1994
5:45PM - Discipleship Team Gathers for Prayer
6:00PM - Gathermg, every Discipleship team member greets the Travelers as they enter. You talk
with them not with each other. Be enthusiastic, remember God is working through you!
They need your encouragement.
6: 10PM - Crowd Breaker, "All Tied Up"
1. Divide the group into pairs and give each person a 3-foot string. Have one person in each
pair tie the ends of his or her string to his or her wrists. Have the other person in the pair
loop his or her cord through the partner's cord and then tie the ends to his or her wrists. The
two partners are now connected.
2. As the pairs to disentangle without untying the cord. It is possible. Instruct the
successful participants not to help those who are still trying to disentangle.
6:25PM - Begin with a prayer circled up as tables. Disciple Praying
Discipleship Team member prays, giving God the next hour to meet us, be with us, to break
down any walls and to show Himself to each one of us.
6:30PM - Would The Real God Please Stand Up! Kurt
Youth will get a 10 minute discussion about the real God. There are lot's of "gods" to chose
from in otu* life, but there is only one tn^ God. Kurt will go through these major options so
the Confmn team will understand the options, and that they will always be foUowing some
"god". We just want them to know so they will consciously choose the God they will
follow.
6:40PM - God Are You There? The Word At tables, discussion leader
6:55PM - God Are You There? My Own Story At tables, discussion leader
7: 10PM - God You Are There! Testimony by
Yoiu" task here is to talk about how you used to picture God. Contrast yoiu- earlier pictm^e of
God with your present picttu-e of God. How has that picture (that relationship) changed. How
is God more important to you now? Feel free to use personal examples or experiences!
7: 15PM - God Questions At tables, discussion leader
1 . What are some ways that we know that God is there?
Some answers: Nature, The Bible, Miracles, "Feehng" His presence. Divine Coincidences,
etc.
2. What does creation tell us about God?
He's a hard worker. He likes beauty. We must be important, because we are the crown (the
finishing touch) of His creation.
3. What does the Bible tell us about God? Have one of the team read John 1 : 1
Some answers: God was in the beginning. God loves us. God died for us.
4. What does my experience with God tell me about Him?
7:25PM - BE THE ONE Video
7:29PM - Close with Prayer - Holding hands as Tables Disciple
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Disciples' Schedule for Confirm Day #3
Wednesday, March 2, 1994
5:45PM - Discipleship Team Gathers for Prayer
6:00PM - Gathering, every Discipleship Team member greets the Travelers as they enter. You talk
with them not with each other. Be enthusiastic, remember God is working through you!
They need your encouragement.
6:10PM - Crowd Breaker, "Knots"
1 . Ask table members to form a circle.
2. Have each person stretch his or her right hand into the center of the cu^cle and grab any
hand (except for the person's next to him or her).
3. Have the participants repeat this with their left hands. No hold two hands of same person.
4. Now have groups untangle without talking!
6:25PM - Begin with a prayer circled up as tables. Disciple Praying
Discipleship Team member prays, giving God the next hour to meet us, be with us, to break
down any walls and to show Himself to each one of us.
6:30PM - Sin is Hell! Kurt
Youth will get a 10 minute discussion about the sin. Sm is not so much the "bad" thmgs we
do, rather it is the way we think. The "bad things" are only the outward symptoms of the
inward infection or dis-ease. Sin is separation. It is a way of thinking and being that ends up
in actions that separate us from ourselves, from God and from others. Ignoring God and being
mean to others reflects this.
6:40PM - Sin Are You There? The Word At tables, discussion leader
6:55PM - Sin Are You There? My Own Story At tables, discussion leader
7: 10PM - Sin Can Be Delicious, but it Makes me want to Puke!Testimony by
Your task here is to talk how sin has messed up yoiu- hfe! How has sin affected you? How
has it affected your relationships? How has sin made you feel about yourself? How has your
relationship widi Jesus changed how sin affects you? How has your relationship with Jesus
helped you to feel valuable, important to Him, and special?
7: 15PM - Sin Questions At tables, discussion leader
1 . What are some ways that we know that Sin is there?
Some answers: Suffering, pain, cruelty, crime, violence, divorce, our lust, our envy, our
meanness to others
2. What does sin in people's lives do to our relationships a. with ourselves? b. with God c. with
others?
3. What does the Bible tell us about Sin? Have one of the team read Romans 6:23, 1 John 1:9.
Some answers: Sin destroys. Sin separates. Sin hurts. Sin keeps us from God, joy, peace.
4. What does my experience with sin tell me about how sin has affected me? my relationship with
friends? my relationship with my parents?
7:25PM - BE THE ONE cassette tape
7:29PM - Close with Prayer - Holding hands as Tables Disciple
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Disciples' Schedule for Confirm Day #4
Wednesday, March 9, 1994
5:45PM - Discipleship Team Gathers for Prayer
6:00PM - Gathering, every Discipleship Team member greets the Travelers as they enter. You talk
with them not with each other. Be enthusiastic, remember God is working through you!
They need your encouragement.
6: 10PM - Crowd Breaker, "Bhnd Line Up"
1. Disciples tie bhnd folds over the eyes of the Travelers.
2. Disciples then blind fold themselves and group iines-up without speaking - according to
height.
3. Repeat with these variations: according to shoe size, mondi of birth, color of eyes.
6:25PM - Begin with a prayer cu-cled up as tables. Disciple Praying
Disciple prays, givmg God the next hour to meet us, be with us, to break down any walls and
to show liimself to each one of us.
6:30PM - Jesus Still Makes the Headlines! Kurt
Youth will get a 10 minute discussion about Jesus. Who is Jesus? Why is He so
controversial? Jesus is the Savior. He has forgiven our debt that has been built up by our
sinful nature and has been complicated by our "bad deeds". Everyone on earth is forgiven, but
forgiveness does us no good if we aren't in relationship with Jesus. This relationship gives
us access to the isaaKls of forgiveness. Jesus is Lord. Basically, He knows what's best for
us. To make Him Lord for our life is to give Him control, to ask Him through prayer to
guide us in our decisions, etc. Jesus is fully God as Lord, and fully Human as Savior.
6:40PM - Jesus, Discussion p. 1419 At tables, discussion leader
6:55PM - Jesus, My Own Story At tables, discussion leader
7: 10PM - Jesus, He's a personal firiend ofMine Testimony by
Your task here is to talk about who Jesus is to you now. What has made in more of a person
rather than just a cartoon-type Bible character? What has your relationship with Jesus done for
you? What does "Jesus as Savior" mean to you? What does "Jesus as Lord" mean to you??
7: 15PM - Jesus Questions, p. 1395 At tables, discussion leader
1. What's the difference between knowing about Jesus and knowing Jesus?
Some answers: anybody can know about Jesus even people who hate him, only friends can
know Jesus
2. What are some ways that help us experience our relationship with Jesus?
Being with other who know Jesus, praying to Jesus, listening to Jesus, worshipping Jesus
3. What does the Bible tell us about Jesus? Have one of the team read 1 Corinthains 15:3-6.
Some answers: He's the son ofGod, He's the Savior, He felt pain, He cried. He taught. He did
miracles. He had friends. He had enemies
4. What does my experience with Jesus tell me about how He has affected me? my relationship with
friends? my relationship with my parents?
7:25PM - BE THE ONE video tape (This week I want you to see yourself as a "BE THE ONE"
characters in the video. I want you to picture a friend from school as one of the people in the
video who needs Jesus and us.
7:29PM - Close with Prayer - Holding hands as Tables Disciple
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Disciples' Schedule for Confirm Day #5
Wednesday, March 23, 1994
5:45PM - Discipleship Team Gathers for Prayer
6:00PM - Gathering, every Discipleship Team member greets the Travelers as they enter. You talk
with them not with each other. Be enthusiastic, remember God is working through you!
They need your encouragement.
6: 10PM - Crowd Breaker, "Electric Fence"
1. Tie the string 5 feet off the ground between two objects that are at least 10 feet apart.
2. Tell tables their goal is to get the whole group over the string without touching it. Tell
them there is an electric field from the string to the ground if they touch the string or place a
body part under the string they are "shocked" and have to start over.
3. Adequate spotters are essential! THIS IS SERIOUS. People will be hurt if they are
dK^)ped.
6:25PM - Begin with a prayer circled up as tables. Disciple Praying
Disciple prays, giving God the next hour to meet us, be with us, to break down any walls and
to show Himself to each one of us.
6:30PM - Holy Spuit! Kurt
Youth will get a 10 minute discussion about the Holy Spuit. The Holy Spirit is a he, not an
it. The Holy Spirit is a He because He is a person. He listens, cares for us, equips us for our
purpose. He gives us wisdom. He hterally walks at our side providing us everything we need
to be in God's will. The Spirit give gifts, and the authentic gifts produce real fruit Oove,
peace, patience, kindness, self-control, etc.)
6:40PM - Holy Spuit, Discussion, Acts 2 p. 1434At tables, discussion leader
6:55PM - Holy Spuit, My Own Story At tables, discussion leader
7: 10PM - Holy Spirit in my life Testimony by
Your taslc here is to talk about yoiu" discovery of who the Holy Spirit is. What was it that
helped you begin to understand the Holy Spirit a htde better (camp, etc.). How does your
relationship widi the Holy Spuit touch your life (gives you your specific spiritual gifts,
comforts you? etc.) How are you excited about the Holy Spuit' s presence in yoiu" life?
7: 15PM - Holy Spirit Questions At tables, discussion leader
1. What are some ways that people misunderstand who the Holy Spirit is?
Some answers: Holy Spirit is for "holy rollers". Holy Spirit is always dramatic and weird.
Holy Spirit makes us do strange things
2. What are some ways that help us experience oiu- relationship with Holy Spirit?
Leanmg more about what the Bible says about the Holy Spirit, Lettmg the H.S. use us
3. What does die Bible tell us about the Holy Spirit? Have team read John 14: 15-21
Some answers: He's the Conforter, a guide, die giver of spuitual gifts, etc.
4. What does my experience with Holy Spirit tell me about how He has affected me? my relationship
widi friends? my relationship widi my parents?
7:25PM - BE THE ONE video tape (Think about how die Holy Spuit is using the "BE THE ONE"
characters in the video. Is He giving them compassion? Is He giving them wisdom? Is He
giving diem discerranent to know that their friends are hurting?
7:29PM - Close widi Prayer - Holding hands as Tables Disciple
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Disciples' Schedule for Confirm Day #6
Wednesday, March 30, 1994
5:45PM - Discipleship Team Gathers for Prayer
6:00PM - Gathering, every Discipleship Team member greets the Travelers as they enter. You talk
with them not with each other. Be enthusiastic, remember God is working through you!
They need your encouragement.
6:10PM - Crowd Breaker, "Trust Fall"
1. Ask Travelers to remove dieir watches and glasses. Have the group form two Imes facing
one anodier.
2. Instruct die students to stretch dieir arms out in front of diem, palms upward, in a position
to catch a falhng person. Do not have diem lock arms widi the people across from them.
Instead, have them altemate arms widi those standing opposite them.
3. Encourage all individuals to participate m this activity, yet do not force them. The first
person climbs up on a chair or platform 4 to 6 feet high and falls backward into the group.
4. With a few of the people, instead of letting them down after catching them, lift them up
above your heads and carry them.
6:25PM - Begin with a prayer cu-cled up as tables. Disciple Praying
Disciple prays, givmg God the next hour to meet us, be with us, to break down any walls and
to show Hunself to each one of us.
6:30PM - The Bible! Kurt
Youth will get a 10 minute discussion about the Bible. It is God's Word. It is co-written by
God and human beings. God spoke through human experience, but also made sure that they
did not describe hun inaccurately or present untruth. The Bible does have power. God creates
through a single word. Words are powerful. The either build up or destroy. TheWord, when
trusted, budd us up, reveals God to us, and draws us closer to God, Jesus, and the Holy Spirit.
6:40PM - The Bible, Discussion At tables, discussion leader
6:55PM - The Bible, My Own Story At tables, discussion leader
7: 10PM - The Bible in my life Testimony by
Your task here is to talk about your discovery of the Bible. What was yoiu- picture of the
Bible several years ago? What is your pictm-e of the Bible now? What is mteresting about
the Bible to you? What is powerful about the Bible to you? Why are you wUlmg to believe
the Bible?
7: 15PM - Bible Questions At tables, discussion leader
1. What are some ways that people misunderstand the Bible?
Some answers: It's only written by people, it's only written by God, its got mistakes
2. What are some ways that help us experience our the power of the Bible?
reading more, being in a Bible study, helping to make Sunday School better
3. What does die Bible tell us about itself? Have team member read 2 Tunothy 3: 16-17.
Some answers:
4. How do I want to make die Bible more a part of my life? my relationship with friends? my
relationship with my parents?
7:25PM - BE THE ONE video tape (How would understanding die Bible help die "BE THE ONE"
characters in die video.)
7:29PM - Close widi Prayer - Holding hands as Tables Disciple
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Disciples' Schedule for Confirm Day #7
Wednesday, April 6, 1994
5:45PM - Discipleship Team Gathers for Prayer
6:00PM - Gathering, every Discipleship Team member greets the Travelers as they enter. You talk
with them not with each other. Be enthusiastic, remember God is working through you!
They need your encouragement.
6: 10PM - Crowd Breaker, "Lap Sit" Disciple
1. Ask all the tables to stand in a circle. Ask each person to tiun clockwise and get close to
the back of the person m front of him or her. Make sure the circle is tight!
2. All together, have everyone gendy sit down on the lap of the person behind him or her. If
unsuccessful the first tune, get closer togedier and try again. Then try widi die entu-e group
of Senior High and seventh grade.
6:25PM - Begin with a prayer circled up as tables. Disciple Praying
Disciple prays, giving God die next hour to meet us, be widi us, to break down any walls and
to show flimself to each one of us.
6:30PM - The Bod ofGod! Kurt
Youth will get a 10 mmute discussion about the Body of Christ. The body of Christ is just
diat. We are His hands, feet, mouth, heart. He chooses to need us. It also mean tiiat Jesus is
to be the head, die mind, the will, the decision maker for the body.
6:40PM - The Body, Discussion At tables, discussion leader
6:55PM - The Body, My Own Story At tables, discussion leader
7: 10PM - I'm a Member of the Bod Testunony by
Your task here it to talk about how unportant the Body of Christ (church, youth group, etc.)
is to you. How has the body of Christ encouraged you? How has it given you opportunities
(choir, missions, retreats, camps, etc.)? How have you, as a member of the body, encom^aged
others?
7: 15PM - Bod Questions At tables, discussion leader
1 . What ^e some ways that people misunderstand the church or the Body ofChrist?
Some answers: it's a building, being active is optional
2. What are some ways diat help us experience our die power of bemg die bod of Christ?
worshipping regularly, participating in Sunday School, Youth Group, Missions
3. What does die Bible tell us about die Body of Christ? Read 1 Corindiians 12: 12-13, 27-31. Some
answers: The body is to work together. Each part is valuable and unique.
4. How do I make die body of Christ more a part of my hfe? my relationship with friends? my
relationship widi my parents?
7:25PM - BE THE ONE video tape (How does die body help us be "BE THE ONE" characters in die
video.)
7:29PM - Close widi Prayer - Holding hands as Tables Disciple
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Disciples' Schedule for Confirm Day #8
Wednesday, April 13, 1994 - POWER TOOLS
5:45PM - Discipleship Team Gathers for Prayer
6:00PM - Gathering, every Discipleship Team member greets the Travelers as they enter. You talk
with them not with each other. Be enthusiastic, remember God is working through you!
They need your encouragement.
6: 10PM - Crowd Breaker, "The Best"
1 . Have tables form a circle. Go around the circle and ask the first person as the first question
to the second person who answers. The second person asks the third the second question, etc.
Go around the group several times alternating questions.
� What was one of the best vacations you ever had? Why?
� What was one of the best birthdays you ever had? Why?
� What was the best Christmas you ever had? Why?
� What was one of the best chddhood experiences you ever had? Why
� What was one of the best presents you ever received? Why?
� What was one of the best times m athletics or widi a hobby? Why?
� What was one of die best famdy times you ever had? Why?
6:25PM - Begin widi a prayer circled up as tables. Disciple Praying
Disciple prays, giving God the next hour to meet us, be with us, to break down any walls and
to show Himself to each one of us.
6:30PM - Power Tools! Kurt
Youth wdl get a 10 minute discussion about the God's power tools for believers. Power
tools are those activities, disciphnes that help us build God's kingdom. Prayer is om: power
line to God. Spiritual gifts are actual tools for specific tasks. Worship sharpens the tools.
etc.
6:40PM - Power Tools in My Life Testimony by
Your task here it to talk about how you have used God's power tools (gifts of the Spirit,
prayer, worship, etc.). What is your prayer life like? How has your prayer life made a
difference in your life? Why to you like worship? Why is YouihQuake or One Way worship
special to you? What spiritual do you think God has given you? How have you had a chance
to use them?
7:00PM - WORSHIP At tables, discussion leader
SING PRAISE AND WORSHIP SONGS. Encourage die youdi to close dieir eyes and sing to Jesus.
7:20PM - BE THE ONE video tape (How does die body help us be "BE THE ONE" characters m die
video.)
7:29PM - Close widi Prayer - Holding hands as Tables Disciple
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Disciples' Schedule for Confirm Day #9
Wednesday, April 20, 1994 - THE CALL
5:45PM - Discipleship Team Gathers for Prayer
6:00PM - Gathering, every Discipleship Team member greets the Travelers as they enter. You talk
with them not with each other. Be enthusiastic, remember God is working dirough you!
They need your encouragement.
6: 10PM - Crowd Breaker, "Celebration"
You wiU do this first as tables.
6:25PM - Begin with a prayer circled up as tables. Disciple Praying
Senior High Youtii prays, giving God the next hour to meet us, be witii us, to break down
any walls and to show Himself to each one of us.
6:30PM - The Call! Kurt
Youdi wdl get a 10 minute discussion about die God's "Call" for each individual believer.
The caU is unique to each individual. Some are called to be fuU time ministers or youth
pastors. Some are caUed to work in a secular job that wdl give diem an opportunity to do
ministiy in the world. To be a Christian diat has an impact at work: banking, politics,
education, etc. God has called every behever to be in ministry wherever they are�even
teenagers!
6:40PM - The Call in My Life Testimony by
Your task here it to talk about how you have heard and experienced God's call in your life.
What has he caUed you to do now among your Christian and non-Christian Mends? How
have you followed tiirough and fallen through on yom- call now. Have you an idea of what
you call may be in the future. Share widi die group how you know, and what you plan to do
about it.
7:00PM - WORSHIP At tables, discussion leader
SING PRAISE AND WORSHIP SONGS. Encourage die youdi to close dieu- eyes and sing to Jesus.
7:20PM - BE THE ONE video tape (How have die behevers in "BE THE ONE" heard tiieir call and
foUowed through on it.)
7:29PM - Close with Prayer - Holding hands as Tables Disciple
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TABLE ASSIGNMENTS
TABLE ONE GUYS
LeadCTs: Jason Baumgardner, Todd Baker, Zack Browder, Lance Long
Confirmands: Ryan Moore, Justin Killebrew, Nick Norrell, Carl Myers
TABLE TWO GIRLS
Leaders: Kim Jenkins, Amy McCormick
Confirmands: Kristin Soper, Lindsey Roeder, Tasha Boggs, BethAnne Keaton,
TABLE THREE GUYS
Leaders: Kathy Michel, Amy Childers
Confirmands: Stacy Childers, Becca Ashford, Joann Baumgardner, Kristin Rokey, Jennifer Eudey
TABLE FOUR GIRLS
Leaders: Tisha Childers, Christy Feemster
Confirmands: KeUn Zimmer, Abby Watkins, Kaylene Tillery, Camron Chance
DISCIPLESHIP TEAM TABLE: GUYS
Leaders: Todd Thurman, Kevin Michel, TrentMoore, JeffWatson, Yancey Powers
Sarah McMahon, Christy Clark, Jennifer Grabs
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TESTAMONIES
Testamonies should be around 5-10 minutes long. They should be from your own personal experience
(but don't necessarily spill your guts).
Session #7 My Confirmation Experience
Your task here is to talk about how your life was impacted by your confirmation experience
last year. How has your life changed? How has your relationship with Jesus changed? Feel
free to use personal examples or experiences!
Session #2 God You Are There!
Your task here is to talk about how you used to picture God. Conti-ast your earlier picture of
God with your present picture ofGod? How has that picture (that relationship) changed?
How is God more important to you now? Feel free to use personal examples or experiences!
Session #3 Sin can be delicious, but it makes me want to puke!
Your task here is to talk how sin has messed up your hfe! How has sin affected you? How
has it affected yoiu- relationships? How has sin made you feel about yourself? How has your
relationship witii Jesus changed how sin affects you? How has your relationship with Jesus
helped you to feel valuable, forgivien, important to Hun, and special?
Session #4 Jesus
Your task here is to talk about who Jesus is to you now. What has made m more of a person
rather than just a cartoon-type Bible character? What has your relationship witiii Jesus done for
you? What does "Jesus as Savior" mean to you? What does "Jesus as Lord" mean to you?
Session #5 Holy Spirit
Your task here is to talk about your discovery of who the Holy Spuit is. What was it that
helped you begin to understand die Holy Spirit a htde better (camp, etc.)? How does your
relationship witii tiie Holy Spuit touch your life (gives you your specific spiritual gifts,
comforts you? etc.) How are you excited about tiie Holy Spirit's presence m your life?
Session #6 The Bible
Your task here is to talk about your discovery of die Bible. What was your picture of the
Bible several years ago? What is your picmre of the Bible now? What is interestmg about
the Bible to you? What is powerful about the Bible to you? Why are you wdlmg to believe
die Bible?
Session #7 Bod of God (church, youth group, etc)
Your task here it to talk about how unportant die Body of Christ (church, youdi group, etc) is
to you. How has the body of Christ encouraged you? How has it given you opportunities
(choir, missions, rett-eats, camps, etc.)? How have you, as amember of the body, encouraged
odiers?
Session Power Tools (gifts of Spirit, prayer, worship)
Your task here it to talk about how you have used God's power tools (gifts of die Spirit,
prayer, worship, etc.). What is your prayer life like? How has your prayer life made a
difference in your life? Why to you like worship? Why is YouthQuake or One Way worship
special to you? What spuitual do you tiiink God has given you? How have you had a chance
to use them?
Session #9 The Call (God's called us to be in minisfry)
Your task here it to talk about how you have heard and experienced God's call in your life.
What has he caUed you to do now among your Christian and non-Christian friends? How
have you followed tiirough and fallen dirough on your call now. Have you an idea of what
you call may be in die future. Share with die group how you know, and what you plan to do
about it.
APPENDIX C
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JoumeyBook Material
Oheim 90
The journey
To Be
THE ONE
AN EXPERIENCE IN CONFIRMING OUR FAITH
Saint Steplien Church, Amarillo, Texas
Developed by Kurt Oheim
Discipleship Team JoumeyBook
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CONFIRMATION 1995
St. Supfien Churcfi , !AmanLio fttT^
Wednesday, February 15, 6:0O-730PM Class #1 Orientation
Assignments:
Scripture Memory: Hebrews 10:24-25
Scripture Reading: John 1 & 2
Wednesday, February 22, 6:00-7:30 Class #2 God! Are You Really There?
Assignments
Scripture Memory: 1 John 1:9
Scripture Reading: John 3 & 4
Wednesday,March 1, 6:00-7:30 Class #3 Sin
Assignments
Scripture Memory: Galatians 2:20
Scripture Reading: John 5 & 6
Wednesday,March 8, 6:00-7:30 Class #4 Jesus, Sull Makes the Headlines
Assignments
Scripture Memory: Romans 15:1-2
Scripture Reading: John 7 & 8
Wednesday,March 15,� .. No Class (Spring Break)
Assignments
Scripture Memory: Romans 12:1
Scripture Reading: John 9 & 10
Wednesday,March 22, 6:00-7:30 Class #5 Holy Spirit
Assignments
Scripture Memory: Joshua 1:8
Scripture Reading: John 11 & 12
Wednesday,March 29, 6:00-7:30 Class #6 The Bible
Assignments
Scripture Memory: Romans 12:2
Scripture Reading: John 13 & 14
Wednesday, April 5, 6:00-7:30 Class #7 The Bod of God
Assigimients
Scripture Memory: John 15:12, 13
Scripture Reading: John 15 & 16
Wednesday,April 12, 6:00-7:30 Class #8 Power Tools
Assignments
Scripture Memory: 1 Corinthians 10:13
Scripture Reading: John 17-18
Wednesday, April 19, 6:00-7:30 Class #9 The Call
Assignments
Scripture Memory: Catch Up Day!
Scripture Reading: John 19, 20 & 21
SAT. , APRIL 22ND THE ULTIMATE JOURNEY" SUNDAY, APRIL 23TH, 10:55 Confirmation Service
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Agenda
1. HOW'S YOURS? All
2. WHAT IS CONFIRMATION? Kurt
3. Confirmation is like "AWalk to Emmaus" Study
4. Testamony
5. Questions
6. Video "Be The One" Al Denson
7. Assignments
8. Prayer
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��=�Week One^
My Covenant
To God, To Others and To Myself:
I, will:
(Print Name)
L Conunitmyself to be at each meeting of the Confirmation
Class, or will notify Kurt if I have to be absent.
2. Bring my Bible andWorkbook to each meeting.
3. Complete my assignments and be ready for each meeting.
4. Attend Sunday Worship and Sunday School each week.
5. Have a great time!
Signed:
Oheim
Week Oncn
POP 0UIZ #1
1. A CONFIRMATION CLASS IS:
A. Like aerobics but you sit down C.
B. Like an episode of Twilight Zone D.
2. A COVENANT IS:
A. A place where nuns hang out D.
B. A relationship with weird people E.
C. A strange, secret group of witches F.
3. GOD IS:
A. An Old Man with a bad temper C.
B. An impersonal energy D.
4. JESUS:
A. Is the first hippie C.
B. Is a great teacher, but not unique D.
5. THE BIBLE:
A. Was written only by God D.
B. Was written by God and by people E.
C. Is a dusty old book that doesn't relate to me F.
6. THE CHURCH IS:
A. A building D.
B. A place to take a nap during a sermon E.
C. A group of people F.
7. CHRISTIANS ARE:
A. People who belong to a church, but don't go D.
B. People who go to church E.
C. People who are stuffy F.
8. CHRISTIANS ARE NOT:
A. People who make mistakes C.
B. People who sin D.
Like Basic Training
A Promise
none of the above
A Person who loves me
none of the above
was written by people only.
The Body of Christ
"a-b", but not "c-d"
People who help others
Cool
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Week Qne=i
THEWalk to Emmaus
TURN TO LUKE 24: 13-35 READ THE STORY
1 . Why did the two men take off for Emmaus?
a. scared stiff
b. get back to school
c. running away
d. discouraged about Jesus death/defeat
2. Why didn't the twomen recognize Jesus whenHe joined
them?
a. they refused to believe their eyes
b. they were too occupied with demands
c. they weren't ready to recognize Him
d. they didn't look up to see who He was
e. they were kept from recognizing Him
3. When they heard the report from the women about the
empty tomb, what did they assume?
a. the worst
b. Jesus was alive
c. someone had stolen the body
d. the authorities were arresting everybody
MY OWN STORY
1. Have you ever felt like running away or throwing in the towel
spirituaUy?
a. maybe
b. often
c. never
2. What is the thing that triggers a crisis in your life?
a. school
b. friends
c. parents
d. failure
e. loneliness
f. enemies
4. Why did Jesus use Scripture in explaining what
ha{^ned?
a. Jesus was a Bible thumper
b. Jesus was helping them to see God's plan
5. What opened the eyes of the two men?
a. a burst of insight
b. better information/educaticn
c. the way Jesus "took bread and broke it"
6. Why did the two men want to return to Jerusalem?
a. to be beaten up
b. to be with their friends
c. to tell everyone about the good news
d. to BE THE ONE
3. What has helped you recognize Jesus walking alongside you when
you are down?
a. time alone with God
b. talking it out with someone
c. being with caring friends
d. being in the youth group
e. reading Scripture
Adapted from Swendipity Bible for Youth with permission.
Oheim 96
Week One^
Summary of Week One
Please answer the following in your own words. These are notes to help you think about today's
topics. We are not looking for "good penmanship," although I would like to be able to read what you
have written. I would like to read these, just to see how you are thinking.
1. For me confirmation is:
2. Being a member of the Church means:
3. Making a Covenant with someone means:
5
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AGENDA
1. AU Tied UP! All
2. Would the Real God Please Stand Up! Kurt
3. God are You There Bible Study
4. Testimony God You are There!
5. God Questions
6. Video "Be The One" Al Denson
7. Assignments
8. Prayer
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Week TwOn
Would
GOD please stand up !
NOT ALL GODS ARE CREATED EQUAL,
AND SOME AREN'T
REUGION AUTHORITY GOD GOAL FOR
UFE
SIN
EVEN CREATED!
SALVATION HUMAN VALUE
Christianity Bible & Holy
Spirit
personal
self-existent
loving
FATHER
serve God
and people
loving
seperation
fromGod
betray spirit of
the law
Grace unconditional value
Judism Old Testament personal
self-existant
serve God
obey law
seperation from God
betray law
sacrifice
good works unconditinoal value
Islam Koran &
current
leado'S
impo'sonal
good/evil
indifferent
obey Allah lack of
obedience
to Allah
good works conditional works
Buxjdhism Writings no god achieve nothingness lack of knowledge good works worthless
Hinduism writings/guides impersonal serve fate no sin good works worthless
Humanism self man is god serve oneself human intellect arbitrary worth
7
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Week Twoi
Genesis 1:i-2:3 God, are you there?
1. What is your first impression ofGod here?
a. God enjoys His work
b. God has quite an imagination
c. God loves order
d. God can make something from nothing
5. What does the creation tell you about God?
a. He knows how to get things done!
b. He's a hard worker
c. He likes his job and He likes me!
d. He's pretty powerful
2. What really happened when God created
Ught?
a. God created the lightbulb
b. God reminded us of His presence
c. God prepared earth for life
d. God needed to see what He was doing
3. Which fish do you think God was most
proud of?
a. The white whale
b. The tiny minnow
c. The colorful fropical fish
d. The lockness monster
4. What makes human beings different from
other land creatures?
a. they are no different
b. they are made in God's image
c. they are in charge of the animals
d. they are able to stand on two feet
MY OWN STORY
1. If you compared your week to God's, how
would you describe it?
a. formless and empty
b. very good
c. fiiU of living and moving things
d. hard work is going on!
2. When you finish an unportant assignment
for school, "I feel like,"
a. purring cat - content c. woodpecker
b. hyena - anxious d. peacock - pleased
Adapted from Serendipity Bible for Youth with permission.
6. How would you describe God's work?
a. The work of a great artist
b. A massive construction project
c. A weird science project
d. Collecting a complete zoo
7. What was God's charge (command) to the
man and the woman?
a. "Use your gifts wisely"
b. "Enjoy all that I have created"
c. "Continue the creative process I've begun"
d. "Become vegetarians"
8. Why do you think God rested on the
seventh day?
a. He was pooped
b. His mouth was dry from speaking
c. Everything was complete
d. He was satisfied
3. Since you are made in God's image, how
will your life reflect Him?
a. look for the good in God's world
b. rest after working hard
c. find satisfaction in my work
d. create something
4. The one thing I would Uke to create in my
family is:
a. quaUty time with parents (home & church)
b. a fun vacation i
c. more togetherness O
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Isaiah 64:8
"But now, O Lord, you ar^A THER
Week Two=(i
Matthew 7:11
our Father. We are the clay,
and you are our potter, and
all of us are the work of Your
hand
If you, then, though you are evil,
know how to give good gifts to
your children, how much more will
Father in heaven give good
those who ask Him I"
Matthew 3: 17
'And a voice
from heaven
said, 'This is
my beloved
son, whom I
love: with
Him I am well
pleased."
SON
John 14:15-19
If you love me,
you will obey
what I
command, and
I will ask the
Father, and He
will give you
another
counselor...The
Spirit"
HOLY
SPIRIT
1. What are some ways that we know that God is there?
A. B. C.
2. What does creation tell us about God?
3. What does the Bible tell us about God?
4. What does my experience with God tell me about Him?
ASSIGNMENT: �
Learn the following verse (beawe to quote all verses by memory next week!)
Scripture Memory Verse: 1 John 1:9
Scripture Reading: John 3 & 4
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THMEE
AGENDA
1. Knots
2. Sin is Hell
3. Sin, HowitAllBegan Bible Study
4. Testimony "Sin May Taste Delicious, but
it makes me want to puke!"
5. Sin Questions
6. Video "Be The One"
7. Prayer
8. Assignment
10
Kurt
Al Denson
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Week Three=^
SIN IS
1. SIN - describes our relationship with God. It means separation. It is more about who we have become, than "bad"
things we've done.
2. HUMAN SOLUTIONS: Human solutions to this separation are: good deeds, good intentions, education, wishful
thinking, legalism, churchmemborship rather that relationship with Jesus. None of these, no matter how good we are
at doing them, repair our relationship with God.
GOD'S SOLUTION: He goes right to the core problem: our relationship. Rather than give us new rules to bridge
the gap. He gives us anew opportunity to be in relationshipwith Jesus. When we choose to be in relationship with Jesus
the gap no longer exists. But if we try to bridge the gap on our own, the gap will always exist
"SINS" - Much of the time we think of "sin" has things that we've done or haven't done. Actually, "sins" are the
results ofSIN (being separated). Let's use a tree as an example: "S ins" aren't the tree, but the fruitof the tree. The nature
of the tree is SIN (e.g. a SIN tree, APPLE tree, PEAR tree). As the apple tree produces apples, the SIN
tree nature produces "bad bdiavior". When we start our relationship with Jesus, his presence changes the
tree. When the tree is watered and taken care of by God, it naturally responds by producing good fruit! 11
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Genesis 3:1-23
1. What would you title this chapter?
a. God's Unreasonable Demands
b. A Declaration of Independence
c. I did it my way
2. Why did God command Adam and Eve
not to eat from the tree ofGood and EvU?
a. to give them a choice
b. they weren'tmature enough
c. because people can't handle everything
that God created
3. How did the serpent deceive Eve into dis
obedience?
a. he knew the fruit was appealing
b. he confused her
c. he appealed to her ambition
d. He lied
MY OWN STORY
1. What do you do when you find yourself
"naked" (caught in amistake) before others?
a. hide
b. blame someone else
c. find a "fig leaf
'
d. allow God to clothe me
2. How are you most frequently tempted?
a. friends
b. movies, TV, music, magazines
c. my own imagination
d. it just happens
Week Threes
The Fall
4. When Adam and Eve disobeyedGod, they
hid because they:
a. didn't deserve to be near God
b. couldn't face God, after betraying Him
c. were afraid
d. realized they were naked (vulnerable,
weak, alone)
5. Who was to blame for the Fall?
a. Eve b. Adam c.The serpent d. God
6. What did Adam and Eve experience for
the first time after their disobedience?
a. inhibition b. insecurity c. isolation
7. How didGod show his compassion toward
Adam and Eve?
a. he removed them from the Garden
b. he clothed them
c. he promised to destroy the tempter
3. For me, the worst thing about disobeying
God is:
a. the guilt
b. the fact it was so easy
c. I lose sight of God's perspective
d. it hurts the people I care about
4. How do you wish to respond to the choices
that God is giving you?
a. I want to disobey Him.
b. I want to hide from Him, in some things.
c. I want to please Him.
5. My most typical approach to sin can be described as: (mark an "X" along Uie line below:)
respond to
the impulse to sin
struggle if the
"sin" is really
wrong
give in only
after being pressured by
others
ask God
for helpl 12
Adapted with permission from Serendipity Youth Bible.
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IT'SADIFFERENTWORLD
Therefore, if anyone is in Christ.. .the old hos gone, the new has come! iicor.s: 7
1. What are some ways that we know that SIN exists?
2. What does SIN in people's lives do to our relationships with:
a. ourselves? b. with God? c. with others?
3. What does the Bible tell us about Sin? (Read Romans 2:23)
4. What does my experience with SIN tell me about how it has
affected me? my relationship with friends? my relationship
with parents?
ASSIGNMENT:
Learn the following verse (be able to quote by memory next week!)
SCRIPTURE MEMORY: Galatians 2:20
SCRIPTURE READING: John5&6
T3
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AGENDA
1 . Blind Line Up
2. Video "Secret Ambition " Michael W. Smith
2. "Jesus!" isn't just a cuss word Kurt
3. "JesusIsTheWay" Bible Study
4. Testimony "Jesus"
5. Jesus Questions
6. Video "Be The One" Al Denson
7. Prayer
8. Assignment
14
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ek FQur =ii
Jesus of
Nazareth
His Life as Remembered by the Apostles
I BELIEVE IN GOD: 1. the Father Ahnighty
2. maker of heaven and earth
AND IN JESUS CHRIST
1 . His only Son,
2. our Lord
3. Who was conceived by the Holy Spirit
4. Bom of the Virgin Mary
I. Miraculous Birth (Luke 1:2-35;2:1-17)
II. Baptism (Luke 3: 15-22)
III. Temptations (Luke 4:1-13)
IV. Calling of Disciples (Luke 5:1-11 ;6: 12-16)
V. Jesus Core Teachings (Luke 6: 17-49, Matt. 5-7, John 14-16)|
VI. Miracles (8:26-39)
VII. Ministy in hands of the people (Luke 9: 1-6)
VIII. Peter's confession (Luke 9: 1 8-22)
IX. Triumphant Entry (Luke 19:28^0)
Last Supper (Luke 22:14-23)X.
4. Suffered under Pontius Pilate
5. Was crucified, died and was buried (Luke 22:41-23: l;23-32-49)
6. He descended to hell (Acts 2:27, Ro. 10:6-7, Eph. 4:8-10, Ph.2:9-ll, 1 Pe 3:18)
7. The third day he rose from the dead (Luke 24:1-35)
8. He ascended into heaven
9. And sit at the right hand of God
10. From there he shall judge the living and the dead
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Week Four=i\
John 14:i-i4 Jesus Is TheWay
1. Where is Jesus going?
a. moving to a new house
b. heaven
c. right hand of the Father
d. can't say for sure
2. By pointing to Jesus as the only way to the
Father, God is being:
a. unfair
b. narrow-minded
c. merciful
d. shortsighted
e. old-fashioned
3. I am persuaded to believe that Jesus is the
Way because:
a. he said so
b. it makes sense
c. I've read about what he did
d. of his miracles
e. of the changes I've seen in myself
f. there is no alternative
4. If I have trouble seeing Jesus as the Way,
it's because:
a. other religions claim to be the way
b. people suffer
c. He's never done anything for my friends
d. I'm afraid to trust Him
5. Jesus and his Father were like:
a. identical twins
b. business partners
c. fishing buddies
d. spittin' images of each other
e. clones
f. job-sharers
MY OWN STORY
1. Where are j'oa going?
a. sometimes nowhere, and fast
b. heaven bound
c. not sure
d. I'm hiding from God.
How do you feel about your Christian life?
a. encouraged-I am learning about Jesus.
b. indifferent- 1 don't think about Jesus
much
c. confident- 1 may not know where I'm
going, but Jesus is with me!
d. confused- Is Jesus really the way?
THE
� I t-� :
3. The last time I asked God to show me the
way. He:
a. forgave me
b. encouraged me
c. gave me the words to say to someone in
need
d. helped me to do something I ordinarily
couldn't do
e. I've never asked God for help, yet.
4. Of all the things Jesus did, I would most
like to:
a. teach with authority
b. heal diseases
c. change people hves for the better
d. rebuke the Pharisees
e. baptize and help others know Him better
f. preach the Good News
g. forgive my enemies
h. rise on the third day 16
Adapted with Pennission from Serendipity Youth Bible
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Week Four^
WHO
AM
I
TO
YOU!
1. What is the difference between knowing about Jesus and
knowing Jesus?
2. What are someways that help us experience our relationship
with Jesus?
3. What does the Bible tell us about Jesus?
4. What does my experience with Jesus tell me about how He
has affected me? my relationship with friends? my rela
tionship with parents?
ASSIGNMENT:
Learn the following verse (be able to quote by memory next week!)
Scripture Memory: Romans 15:1-2
Scripture Reading: John 7 & 8
17
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AGENDA
1. Radio Active Swamp
2. Holy Spirit
3. "Energize Me" Bible Study Kurt
4. Testimony
5. Video "Be The One" Al Denson
18
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Week Five =f
WHO IS
HOLY
J SPIRIT?
1. Holy Spirit is a. , not an . He listens, gives gifts, & produces "ftuit" in our lives.
The Holy Spirit actually has a name referred to him by Jesus. That name is . The
english translation of Parakletos is "Counselor".
2. When we take Jesus seriously and surrender to Him we are . with the Holy Spirit
3. Throughout our lives, discipleship or growing in the faith is actually allowingParakletos to havemore control
overmore areas of our life I Each area becomes more focused or , to do God's will.
4. Parakletos also is the g iver ofGod's spiritual . These gifts are for us to use to do God's
work. These include: widsom, discenmient, healing, teaching, etc.
5. Parakletos is the person of the Trinity that makes us for God. He makes us wantmore than
material things, than status, than popularity, etc.
6. Parakletos helps our to ftmction so that we know right bom wrong! He helps us
recognize the sin or we have from God, and helps us accept Jesus as savior!
7. Spiritual Fruit is developed in us as we live in the , and all the Spirit to live through us!
FRUITS
SPIRIT
Galatians 5:22-26
PEACE
o
FAITHFULNESS
IT
19
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Week Five
John 16:5-16 Parakletos
1. Where do you think Jesus is going?
a. On Vacation
b. To a placewhere he can't be contacted
c. To be next to the Father (Trinity)
d. To Plainview
2. Why do you think the Disciples felt grief?
a. They wouldn't see anymoremiracles
b. They were scared (Jesus was leaving)
c. Their friend was "leaving"
3. Why is it for "our good" Jesus is leaving?
a. because He is a pain
b. because He will not work through us
until the Parakletos comes into our
lives
c. because we can hve life on our own
5. TheHoly Spiritwill have an affect on the
world, (v. 8) What is it?
a. everyone wUl be happy
b. everyone will become Christians
c. everyone will know they're guilty
d. everyone wUl watch MTV
What will Parakletos do for believers?
guide us to the truth (Jesus)
will speak words from Trinity
will reflect good (glorify) on God
will make available to us the same
power & wisdom Jesus used
in His ministry
a.
b.
c.
d.
MY OWN STORY
1 . What does it feel like when a friend moves 2. In your lifewhat role do youwant theHoly
away?
a. great - we're glad they are gone
b. sad - we're going to miss them
c. mad - we don't want them to go
d. mixed - we'll miss them but they may
havenew opportunities in thenextplace
3. How do friends "rub" off on us?
Spirit to play in your life?
a. Your comforter
b. Your encourager
c. Your teacher
d. Your coach
e. Your energizer/equipper
20
Addled with pennission from Serendipity Youth Bible
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Week Five =i
1. What are some ways that people misunderstand the Holy
Spirit?
2. What are some ways that help us experience our relationship
with the Holy Spirit?
3. What does the Bible tell us about the Holy Spirit?
4. What does my experience with the Holy Spirit tell me about
how He has affected me? my relationship with friends? my
relationship with my parents?
ASSIGNMENT:
Learn the following verse (be able to quote by memory next week!)
SCRIPTURE MEMORY: Joshua 1:8
SCRIPTURE READING: JOHN 11 & 12 21
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SIX
1. Trust Fall
2. Pop Quiz
3. TheWord
4. Bible Study on the Bible
5. The Bible In My Life
6. Questions
7. Video "Be The One"
"How Does the Bible Help Us
Be the One?"
Kurt
Groups
Kurt
Al Denson
22
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Week Six =s
THE BIBLE
A POP QUIZ
1. WHO WROTE THE BIBLE?
a. Charlie Brown d. Jesus
b. God e. God through the experiences of people
c. Moses e. Captain Kangaroo
2. WHEN WAS THE BIBLEWRITTEN?
a. last year d. about the time my parents were bom
b. 1965 e. 3000B.C. - 100 A.D.
3. WHAT LANGUAGE WAS THE BIBLE WRITTEN IN?
a. Spanish & French c. Hebrew & Greek
b. Enghsh & Pig Latin d. Jive talk
4. THE BIBLE IS DIVIDED INTO WHAT TWO SECTIONS?
a. east & west c. good and bad
b. Old & New Testament d. up and down
5. WHAT DOES THEWORD "BIBLE" MEAN?
a. the law c. The Book
b. God's Stuff d. Living paper
6. WHAT ARE THE GOSPELS?
a. a new band d. about the first church
b. poetry e. the New Testament Law
c. about the life of Jesus
5. What is a Prophet?
a. a crazy person
b. someone who predicts
8. WHAT IS A PARABLE?
FILL IN THE BLANK
c. one through whom God reveals the right path
d. what's left over after expenses
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Week Six =,
THE BIBLE
SIZE: First 2/3 of the Bible
YEARS OF HISTORY: 4000
# OF BOOKS: 39
THEME:
LANGUAGE:
Man can't meet God by being
good, or working hard enough.
Hebrew
TYPES OF BOOKS* Genesis, Exodus, Kings, etc.*
Poetic Job, Psalms, Proverbs
Prophetic Isaiah, Jeremiah, etc.
KEYWORD: Law
SIZE: Last 1/3 of the Bible
YEARS OF HISTORY: 100
# OF BOOKS: 27
THEME:
LANGUAGE:
To know Jesus is how to
know, meet and please God.
Hebrew
TYPES OF BOOKS: Gospel Matthew, Mark, Luke, John
Acts
Epistles Romans, Corinthians, etc
KEYWOR^
M
E
N
EW
T
E
S
T
A
M
E
N
T
THE
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The Word is sharper
than any two edged
sword...
When you received the word of
God, which you heard from us,
you accepted it not as the word
of men, but as it actually is, the
word of God, which is at work
in you who believe
llhessalonians 2: 13
Week Six =n
^Ll KmCi J All Scripture is God-
� ^��^^1^^ I breathed, and useful
/ / I for teaching, rebuk-
II,/ I ing, correcting and
/ training in righteous-
^
�� f^^ss, so that a man of
God may be thor
oughly equipped for
every good work.
2 Timothy 3:16
Words not taught. .by human
wisdom but.. .taught by the Spirit
1 Corinthians 2:13
Do not let this book of the Law dqiart from your mouth; meditate on it day and
night, so that you may be careful to do everything written in it.
Joshua 1:8
1 . What are some ways people misunderstand
the Bible?
2. What are some ways that help us experience
the power of the Bible?
3. What does the Bible tell us about itself?
4. How can I make the Bible more a part ofmy
life? my relationships with friends? my rela
tionship with my parents?
ASSIGNMENT:
Leam the following verse (be able to quote by memory next week!
SCRIPTURE MEMORY: Romans 12:2
SCRIPTURE READING: John 15 & 16
25
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Week Seven=i
1. Design-A-Church
2. We are God's Bod Kurt
3. "The Bod"
4. Testimony How The Bod has Helped Me!
5. Bod Questions
6. Video "Be The One"
7. Assignments
8. Prayer
All
Bible Study
Al Denson
All
26
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Week Seven =1
The Bod of God
POP QUIZ
1. WHAT IS THE CHURCH?
a. a building c. people
b. a service organization d. a political organization
2. WHAT IS THE BODY OF CHRIST?
a. the physical body of Jesus c. bread for communion
b. the spiritual body of Jesus d. believers in Jesus
3. WHAT IS THEWORK OF THE BODY?
a. mowing the lawn c. body building
b. working hard d. obeying the head
4. WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT PARTOF THE BODY?
a. the hands c. all parts have equal value
b. the mouth d. the head
e.c&d
5. WHAT HURTS THE WORK OF THE BODY?
a. body parts that act like they're
better than other parts
b. gossip
c. hurtful words
d. hiutful actions
6. WHAT HELPS THEWORK OF THE
BODY?
a. encotiragement
b. burden sharing
c. hving in the Spirit
d. thankfulness of other parts
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Week Sevens
1 Corinthians 12:12-31 The Body
1. How would you title this chapter?
a. Parts is Parts
b. One body, Many parts
c. Toes of Jesus
d.
2. How does Paul describe the church?
a. as amulti-dimentional group of individual
istic people
b. as a family
c. as a unit
3. What does Paul
mean by referring to the church as a "unit"?
4. When Paul refers to the foot and eye what
is he saying that we can't do?
a. members of the body can't walk
b. members of the body can't see
c. members of the body cannot remove them
selves from being a vital part of the body, even
if they want
5. What happens to the body if parts of the
body stop working?
a. the body becomes handicapped
b. the body just adapts and does ok
c. the body doesn't function the way
God created it to function
d. nobody notices is parts don't work
6. God designed the parts of the body to:
a. exist independently and separate
b. faUoff
c. to work together as a complete team
7. How do I feelwhen some parts ofmy body
don't always work the way I want:
a. When I have a splinter in my finger, my
brain won't stop thinking about it till its out
b. When I have tummv troubles I feel bad all
over
c. When I stumpmy toemy hands automati
cally go down to help
d. When I sneeze throughmy nosemywhole
head whips and cracks like a sling shot
8. God give us gifts because we
are:
a. good
b. worthy
c. available
d. His
9. If you could wake up tomor
row with a new gift or ability
what would it be?
a. more hair f. helping
b. enthusiasm g. organizing
c. heaUng h. serving
d. teaching
e. proclaiming/witnessing
The BOD ofGOD
Let us consider how we may spur one another on toward love and good deeds,
Let us not give up meeting together, as some are in the habit ofdoing,
but let us encourage one another�and all the more as you see the Day approaching.
Hebrews 10:24-25
1 . Explain how andwhy you are a vital part of the body ofChrist.
2. Explain how the body (people) hurts itself
(other people) and how that affects God's
work.
3. Explain why the body needs to "spur one
another on".
4. Whatwill happen to our faith ifwe "give up
meeting together as some are in the habit of
doing." FRIENDSHIPS
THAT LAST
ASSIGNMENT:
Leam the following verse (be able to quote by memory next week!
SCRIPTURE MEMORY: John 15:12, 13
SCRIPTURE READING: John 15 & 16
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Week Eight
1. The Best All
2. Power Tools Introduction Kurt
3. Power Tools Bible Study
4. Testimony Power Tools in My Life
5. Worship
6. Announcements All
7. Video "Be The One" Al Denson
8. Prayer
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Week Eight =1
Power Tools
POP QUIZ
1. PRAYER IS:
a. some boring paragraph that
a preacher reads during the worship service
b. something we only do right before a test
2. WORSHIP IS:
a. something that is for old people
b. a good time to take a nap
c. a fun time to pass notes with Love Singers
3. THE GIFT OF HEALING:
a. is only an Oral Roberts thing
b. is always dramatic and spectacular
c. is only for ministers to do
4. THE GIFT OF TONGUES IS:
a. something a boy gives a girl on a date
b. the true sign of being saved
c. stupid and doesn't exist
c. a conversation with the person of Jesus
d. something I'm embarrassed to do
d. can be a time when I'm reminded God is
real
e. only good on T.V.
d. happens when I care for a friend
e. doesn't exist
d. strange and scarry
e. one ofmany gifts that God alone
chooses to give to some people
5. THE GIFTOF ENCOURAGEMENT IS:
a. something I don't think very many people have d. something God wants me to have
b. something God wants most people to have
c. only for people who want something from you
ENCOU ONE ANOTHER
Hebrews 10:25
31
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Acts 4:31-35:2:42-43 Power Tools
They devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching and to the fellowship, to the breaking of bread and to prayer.
Everyone was filled with awe, and many wonders and miraculous signs were done by the ^>ostles. All the
believers were together and had everything in common. Selling their possessions and goods, they gave to anyone
who had need. Every day they continued to meet together in the temple courts. They broke bread in their homes
and ate together with glad and sincere hearts, praising God and enjoying the favor of all the people. And the
Lord added to their nimiber daily those who were being saved. - Acts 2:42-43
1. What does it mean to be filled with awe?
Someone explain a situation in which you felt a sense of
"awe".
2. What does it mean to be devoted?
a. to make promises you can't keep
b. to be passionately committed
c. to be a part-time church goer
d. to be sold out to someone or thing
Someone give a good example of
this.
3. What are the four things to
which the first youth group de
voted themselves? (Hint: They are
all in verse 42.)
a. Monday night football, chasing
girls, belching contests, and star trek
b. Bathroom conventions, chasing
guys, marathon phone calls, shop
ping
c. other
5. Discuss what being "devoted to the fellowship"
looks like.
6. Discuss what you think being "devoted to the
breaking of bread" means. Discuss what
being "devoted to the breaking of bread"
(worship) loc^s like.
7. Discuss what you think being
"devoted to prayer" looks like.
8. Discuss how youcanBETHE
ONE in these four areas. Then
talk about how this can help the
youth group be even better than it
already is!
9. How can "the apostles' teach
ing", "thefeBowship", "break
ing ofbread," and "prayer" be
power tools in your life!
10. What do you want to do to
make these power tools more a
part of your life:
MATT 5:13
4. Explain what you think
"apostles' teaching" refers to. Discuss what being
"devoted to the apostles' teaching" looks like!
2._
3..
4._
5.
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Week Nine��
1. Celebration Senior High
2. The Call Introduction
3. God's Call
4. Testimony God's Call on My Life
5. Worship
6. Announcements
7. Video "Be The One"
8. Prayer
33
All
Kurt
Bible Study
All
Al Denson
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Week Nine =^
1. WHAT DOES RECEIVING "THE
CALL" MEAN?
a. means the phone works fine
b. means that someone asked you to do something
religious
c. means that you have heard fromGod about what
he has "called" you to do
d. means you have received a phone message from
Mr. Studly eight graderorMiss Babe-areno eighth
grader asking you to the big dance.
2. WHAT 'TYPE OF PEOPLE RECEIVE "THE CALL"?
a. people who sit around the phone all the time c. people who've got nothing better to do
b. "religious types" d. everyone
3. WHAT KEEPS PEOPLE FROM HEARING "THE CALL"?
a. their phone doesn't work e. they don't know they're supposed to get a call
b. they are deaf
c. they are not paying attention
d. they are too busy
f . they just hate talking on the phone
g. they don't know how to use the
phone
4. HOW DO PEOPLE KNOW THEIR CALL IS
FROM GOD?
a. they're famiUar with His voice
b. they've been expecting His call
c. they are just weird and hear God's voice
all the time anyway
d. they confirm the call through talking to friends, reading Scripture, and
talking to God more about it.
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� Week Nine =|
THECALL
to Bi; THE OH^"Then the eleven disciples went to GaUl^tow mountain where Jesus had told them to
go. When they saw him, they worshiped him; but some doubted. Then Jesus came to them
and said, "All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me. Therefore go and
make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and
of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you. And
surely I am with you always, to the very end of the age. � Matthew 28:16-20
1. Why do you tliink the disciples "went toGalilee, to
the mountains?"
a. They were confused
b. Hiding frcm persecution
c. Jesus told them to go there!
2. Why do you think Jesus wanted his disciples away
from the crowds?
a. so they wouldn't be distracted
b. so they could focus on Jesus alone
c. because Jesus liked being in the moimtains
d. because Jesus wanted them to pay attention by getting
away from the busyness of the world
3. When Jesus entered into their presence what
was the first thing the disciples did?
a. the patted Jesus on the back
b. tJiey told Jesus the latest Aggie joke
c. they worhipped Jesus
d. they played trivial pursuit
4. Why do you thmk some of the
disciples "doubted"?
a. because a resiurected Jesus was al
most "to good to be true"
b. because believing in aGod who really
loves us is sometimes hard to do
c. because they were experiencing pres-
siue from home to go back to the "way
things were" befcxe Jesus.
d. because Jesus was just a great teacher
and not God
5. What is Jesus saying with the words, "AU
authority..Jias been given to me."?
a. He's saying that He wants to be the boss
b. He's saying thatHe alone is the source ofwhat's best for
us.
c. He's saying that wemustnow pick the "authority" in our
lives: (1 ) Jesus, (2) Friends, (3) Parents, (4)Government,
(S) Media personalities
6. What does it mean to make disciples?
a. to force people to be "religious"
b. to help people become enthusiastic followers of Jesus
c. to get a lot of people to be church members
7. Why do you think Jesus wants dis
ciples to be baptized?
8. Why do you think Jesus wants dis
ciples to know and ol>ey his teacliing
(Old and New Testament)?
9. Why did Jesus think it was neces
sary to remind the disciples that he
would "be with [them] always, even
to the end of the age"?
CLOSET
CHRISTIANS
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YOU ARE
NOW
READY FOR
THE
ULTIMATE
JOURNEY
APPENDIX D
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Vocabulary Words
Ohdm 129
D 2 absent I 1 giving T 4 pCTfect
T 1 all knowing T 1 God I 1 positive
T 2 almighty 1 7 good T 17 powerful
I 1 always loving T T great D 1 prayCT
I 8 always ihere D 1 greatful 1 2 precious
I 2 answers I 1 guard I 9 present
D 1 awakening I 1 guidance I 2 protecting
D 19 awesome I 2 guide I 3 protector
I 2 being there I 1 guides me I 2 protector
I 2 best friend I 4 guiding I 1 provides
D 1 better attitude I 3 happy T 1 pure
T 1 big D 2 hasn't impacted me D 1 puzzling
T 1 the boss I 1 he answers D radical
10 cares I 1 he helps me know I 1 responsible
34 caring I 2 help 1 1 role model
1 challenging 1 11 helpCT 1 1 savior
T 2 changer I 17 helpful I 1 security
4 cheoiiil I 4 helping T 1 scary
T 1 cleanso' I 17 helps 1 1 sensitive
1 close friend T 12 holy I 1 show right from wrong
3 coach I 1 hope I special
6 comftatCT I 1 hq)efiil D 1 spiritual
1 comforting I 3 iiiq}acted me D 1 spiritually puzzling
1 comforts T 3 important I 1 spiritually there
2 comforts me T 2 in control I 1 stand by me
1 coiiq)aiiion I 1 infhiencial D 1 still not sure
D 1 confusing D 1 inteapretCT D 1 super
3 coimects me I 1 is the one in my life D 1 superb
T 2 conscience I 1 joined me T supreme
2 considaate D 1 keqjer I 1 takes care ofme
7 cool I 7 kind T 1 takes control of my life
T 2 creator I 3 kindness I teacher
D 13 don't know T 1 king I 1 tells me right firm wrong
8 encourago" T 1 knowing D 1 torific
5 encouraging T 6 leader I 1 there
3 ena-gizia- T 2 light I 1 trustwOTthy
2 eqmpper I 17 listens D
1 truthful
1 extra push I 7 love I und^'standing
D 1 faith I 9 loves I uplifting
2 faithfril I 40 loving I 1 walks all the way w/ me
1 family T 1 magnificent I wanted
1 father I 1 makes me think I 1 watchful
1 feeling T 2 mast^ T 16 -wovderM
1 forgives D 4 merciful D 1 wondering
4 fbrgivo' T 5 mighty
IMMANENT16
1
2
frieiids I 1 my link I
=
friendly
fulfilling
I 1 near T = TRANSCENDENT
I 3 neat D DISCARDED
1 fulfills T 1 necessary
2
2
geoMous
gentle
gives me a chance
D
D
1
1
not enough
not sure numerals indicate frequency of
1 T 1 omnipotent occurance
1 give me a hope I 2 patient
1 give me nice people I 1 peaceful
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